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Coming SU fights Inn Between prices
home to
CarroII
Christina Hynes

News Editor

Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor

Close to 6,000 alumni are expected to return to john Carroll
University for this weekend's
Homecoming festivities, said Peter R. Bernardo, director of a] umni
relations.
"Welcome Back to Carroll
Country" is the theme of the weekend, and Bernardo said he expects
the entire weekend to be a great
success.
"lf the weather holds up, it will
be a great time. The City of University Heights and the Carroll
community are very pleased with
what we're doing," Bernardo said.
"We'vecomealongway. Five years
a o, Homecomin we kend was
nothing like it is now."
The weekend will kick-off tomorrow with a happy hour for
those 21 and older in the Wolf n'
Potfrom3p.m to6p.m. It is sponsored by the Student Union and
Iota Chi Upsilon. A rally for the
football, volleyball, soccer and
cross country teams will follow
on the Atrium steps.
Brad Cantwell, '85, Brian
Clarke, '85, John Magyari, '84,
Kevin Hinkel, '77, and Traugott
'Trog' Keller, '55, will be inducted
into the JCU Hall of Fame at a
dinner tomorrow night.
The Jerry Schweickert Outstanding Achievement in Athletics Award will also be presented to
S. William Foti, '38, at the dinner.
This is the first year this award
will be presented. Schwieckert
was head baseball coach for JCU
for 21 years before he retired last
year.
Carroll's Athletic Boosters
Club, the Blue Gold Club, instituted the award.
The award is not necessarily
given to a star-athlete on one of
Carroll's athletic teams, but it is
given tosomeonewho has devoted
his or her life to coaching and
teaching athletics, Bernardo said.
"Blue Gold wanted to do something to recognize those JCU
graduates who have done something outstanding for athletics
outside of JCU," Bernardo said.
As a West Virginia coach, Foti
has been to six state championships in football and seven state
championships in basketball.
This weekend the Alumni Association will be celebrating the
20th anniversary of the national
championship wrestling team. In
1975, four Carroll wrestlers finished first in the nation for their
weight classes for Division-III
see HOMECOMING, page 3

The prices in the Inn Between
are 30 to 40 percent higher than
itscompetitors,accordingtoasurvey conducted by the Student
Union this past week.
"Students just can't afford a
hugeraiseinfood prices," said Rich
Nasca, senior. "The Student Union
should work with the Inn Between
manager to help lower prices."
Essentially, that is what they
are trying to do. An Ad-Hoc committee was created by the SU last
week to find out if the prices are
out of line, said John Cranley,
president of the SU. The results
were distributed at Tuesday's SU
meeting.
"The committee has submitted
the data and made suggestions on
the prices," he said. "I think our
suggestions are realistic and fair."
Before the creation of the committee, petitions were circ ulated
in order toe tim ate how tron l
the student population feels about
the issue, Cranley said.
Within a two-day period, petitions were signed by over 600 students expressing their concerns.

Student Union Ad Hoc Committee on Inn Between Prices Analysis

Shaker Deli

Campus Drug

"We felt 600 was enough to
demonstrate that students feel a
change is neccesary,"Cranleysaid.
"If we were challenged, we could
easily get more."
Dan Yaeger, director of Marriott food service, met with Dora lice
Tavolario, SU director of internal
Affairs, last week and said he was
considering lowering th e prices,
Tav
·
"But the decrease would only
be about two cents," she said. "We
want to go in and get the prices we
deserve."
The Ad-Hoc committee sur-

veyed area food sources including
BP,Shaker Deli and Cam pus Drug.
The comminee also attempted to
contact neighboring colleges but
had only limited success.
"We had a problem getting lists
from other schools because they
are also from Marriott," Tavolario
said. "When 1 called Marriott [at
other sch ools] they wouldn't give a

last year and the year before, but it
was not available," Tavolario said.
The survey did not mclude every item in the Inn Between. But,
Tavolariosaid, when Yaeger meets
with her, every price will be discussed
"We could have surveyed all the
pnces, but because of the time, we
didn't."Cran\eysa1d 'Wewanted

Tavolariodid acquire a price lise
from Westm i nsterCollege, PA,and
said she is intending to bnng the
data to a meetmg with Yaeger.
"1a\soasked fora price list from
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.
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The Student Union unanimously voted to stand behind the
suggesuons of the Ad-Hoc Comsee PRICES, page 3

Persistent phone problem.s still unsolved
Joe Nowak
Staff Reporter

john Carroll University has instituted a new phone system designed to improve outside communications, but the many problems have left students and faculty frustrated.
The system allows users to call
anywhere on campus by dialing a
four digit extension number. In
addition, several special features
have been added to the telephones,
including call waiting, last number redial, three-way conference
and call forwarding.
The university has also installed a voice messaging system,
which enables all students to have
their own personal mailbox. Any
unanswered calls are automatically forwarded to voicemail.
Information Services said that
over 350 problems with the system were reported in the first
week-and-a-half of school. Some
of the difficulties included reaching off-campus lines, voicemail
transfers and call waiting hangups.
"I feel the system needs to be
revamped," said sophomore Amy
Slisz. "Our call waiting hasn't
worked since the first day."
Many students are becoming
agitated with difficulties they
have been facing with their phone
services.
"I have been having a lot of
trouble making long distance
calls," said Aileen France, freshman. "My voicemail and call wait-

ing are just as confusing"
Director of Residence Life
Donna Byrnes has been critica 1of
the new system and Student Telephone Services in general.
"Information Services wanted
to have students report their problems directly to them," she said.
"But, STS can't be counted on."
joe Farrell, dean of students,
said not all phone problems are
theuniversity'sfault. Hesaidsome
students do not know how to use
the system yet.
"I think the system is a rea I asset to john Carroll," said Farrell. "I

am disappointed that it is taking
so long for the problems to be
solved, but we will all be proud of
the system very shortly."
Though many troubles have
developed with the system, not all
student reaction has been negative.
"I like the voicemail,and 1think
it's more effective than answering
machines," said senior john
Bardwell. "But I also think the
whole system would be more effective if the problems would be
solved quicker."
jay Donato, a Murphy Hallresi-

dent assistant, agreed with
Bardwell and said the phone system will be a positive asset to the
university oncCc the problems are
corrected.
Byrnes said students need to be
more persistent with reporting
their complaints. "Students should
be more vocal and report problems to the Residence Hall Association or their hall councils," she
said. "Theyputupwiththeseproblems and they shouldn't."
Bill Wilhelm, head of phone
maintenance, was unavailable for
comment at press time.

WUJC receives power upgrade
Daniel W. Renz
Staff Reporter

john Carroll University's radio
station, WUJC 88.7 recently applied fora power upgrade with the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
The application seeks an increase in the amount of watts under which the station will be permitted to broadcast, said David
Reese, general manager of WUJC.
Currently the station runs on 850
watts.
"Wearealwayslookingtomove
our station forward, and technically this is the way we should do
it," said Reese.
The increase m wattage should
go into effect in about one year,
and it will extend WUjCs signal
about 10 to 20 percent further, said

Reese.
Reese said this is a project that
has been in the works for close to
nine years.
"Many consulting firms told us
thatwesimplycould not increase
our wattage," he said.
Reese said the application has
been accepted and is awaiting approval based on legalities and frequency mapping that has to be
finalized by the FCC.
"The power upgrade will help
us out a lot," stated Programming
Director jeff Zukauckas. "Most of
our listeners come from outside
the JCU community. We always
welcome any chance to expand
our baseoflisteners, and this is an
excellent opportunity to do so."
Aside from the power upgrade,
the station also will be releasing

an eight page program guide
which will list and describe each
of the shows aired on WUJC
"We get a lot of interference
from CIMX,a radio station broadcasting at 100,000 watts out of
Windsor, Ontario," said WUJC
chief engineer Cornelius Gould.
"We hope that our new wattage
will mcreaseour broadcastingdtstance and help decrease interference caused byClMX."
Zuckackas said the station is
tryingtoincreasecampussupport
by promotions and providing give
aways.
"A lot of people on campus
don't even know we exist which is
sad because they have an excellent resource in WUJC," he said.
joe Wholley, staff reporter, contributed to this article.
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Safe Rides home offered to students
Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter

last call has been announced
and people are starring to flock
out of Qu inn'S, A john Carroll
fre shm an remembers packing
imo a friend's Camry ro get there
an d had no clue on how to get
home.
Stand ing on the c urb outside
the ba r contemplating a way to
get home a large wh ite van pulls
up a nd an anxious driver yells out
t he window,"Hey need a ride
home? I'm with Student Un ion ,ya
know Safe Rides?"
At that moment thirty plus
kids pile into the Carroll taxi and
morearesci!l standing on the curb.
The d n ver turns arou nd a nd in a
pa rental tone asks if eveyone has a
seat belt on a nd then proceeds toward campus.
W ith the concern of drinking
and driving, the concept of the
safe ride has been around for some
time, bmjust recent! y was put into
action atJCU.
"I th ink it's a terrific program
simply because people are going
to need a safe ride home on t he
weekends," said Kate Robinson,SU
director of special eve nts.
The Student Union has put together a system of three people on
duty at one time, two in the van
and one answering phone calls a t
Safe Rides headquarte rs in the Stu-

dent Union office.
"The way it works is thataftera
mght out at the bars instead of
driving home, give usa call here at
the Student Union office and we
will come get you and your
friends," says sophomore class
President Aaron Mar inelli.
Driv i ngdrunk IS the issue here,
but most underclassmen a t Ca rroll who do not have transportation o n campus either take a cab
or wal k.
Another positive point of Safe
Rides is that students are given an
option.
Man)' things can happen betwee n Lee Road a nd Carroll especially when drinking has been
involved.
Safe Rides will try to e liminate
some of these worr ies as it is only
a phone call aw ay.
The hours for service range
from lO p.m. till2 a.m T hursday,
Friday and Saturday.
With three people working the
shift there wi11 always be someone to a nswer calls .
"lt was a n experience I will
never forget," said sophomore volunteer Allison Strell. "It was past
two in the morning, b ut we m ade
one more trip back to Lee Road to
make sure no one wasdriving who
shouldn't be and ended up picking up more kids. T h is time
though. we m ade a s hort stop at

Mama's Boy"
Findmg volunteers todriveSafe
Rides had been a problem in t he
past. But, in Tuesday's Stude nt
Union meeting, a bill was passed
reqwr ing every senator a nd executive off icer to work Safe Rides
o ne night a semester.
Th e requ iremen t m e t w ith
some op position from some senators at the meeting.
Robi nson sa id that altho ugh
senators considerably contr ibute
theirtime, it is stillonlyone night
they have to volunteer.
"I know myself and a lot of
othersenatorswould bewill ingto
pick up the slack if there is a conflict," she said. 1The requi rement!
is just a safegua rd to fill th e need
for drivers:
Genesis Brown, se nio r class
presid ent, was amo ng those w ho
p roposed the requ iremen t.
"It's not like we are asking you
to pick up garbage on t he highway," Brown said. "We are asking
you tohelpout and pick up people
who could otherwise be hurting
themselves."
Anyone can volunteer time to
answer phones or ride along in the
va n, not jus t Stud ent Un ion members.
Todrivea van one must present
his or her li scense to the Dean of
Student's assista nt for approval. It
takes them about o ne wee k to no-

Bilgere awarded for poetry
I.;

Sabol

Even though most poetry books

Staff Reporter

a~

George Brlgcre, as~is r a nt pro·
fessor of English, was recen tl y
awarded the Devlin Prize at the
University of Missouri for his first
published collection of poems.
The Devlin award is given each
year to an outstanding first book
of poetry published by a university press.
Bilgere's book, The Going. is a
collection of poems inspired by
his childhood and family life.
"It is stories about the typical
American family," Bllgere said.
"My parents divorced when l was
lOyears-old,andl was never in the
same place for a longtime."
The common theme of the collection is based on growing up in
the midwes t, he sa id.
"It isabouta family fa ll inga part
and be ing geogra phicall y u p-<
rooted and eventua lly finding its
way in a new environment," said
Bilgere.

not united around one com-

mon theme, Bilgeresa id he wa nred
to write a collect ion based on the

single subject that he knew best
Sara joranko, visiting English
professor, said she can always relate to the subjects Bilgere writes
about.
"He always writes about real
things, events and feelings,"
joranko said.
Bilgere said his interest in poetry began during his senior year
as an undergraduate in college
when he read a poem by Charles
Wright
"It was the first time I realized
that the language we speak everyd ay, plain ordinary English is
taken for granted,"Bilgeresaid. "It
made me realize within our language lurked something beauti ful . mys terious a nd profound.
That's when I beca me interested
in explori ng those m ysteries mysel f.'

lntemational Students!!
You must meet with your
International Student
Adviser soon!

Prior to the publication of this
book, Bilgere had already publi shed more chan lOO poems appearing in literary journals and
magazines.
"lt is difficult to publish books
of poetry," he said. "Most careers
develop in publishing in small
journals of poetry."
Bilgere presently teaches
courses in modern poetry, American poetry, modern novel and creative writing.
"l teach because I like to talk
about poetry as well as write it,"
Bilgere said .
A university is an excellent
place for writers because it gives
one the opportunity to be with
people who are interested in expressing it, he said.
"]C U supports my endeavor
with money and time," Bilgere
said. "I am very grateful for that."
last year, Bilgere was awarded
the Grauel Fellowship and the
Fulbright Teac h ing Fellowship to
write his next book. In 1994,
Bilgere also was awarded the
Paumonak Award from the State
University of New York , and, in
the spring, he was given a $10,000
grant from Ohio Arts Council for
his poetry.

Over 44 years at Cedar Center
SoM>g

It is the responsibility of the DSO to monitor the
student's non-immigrant status and give out health
insurance forms to those not properly insured.
Call Mrs. Helen joyce in Academic Advising
in the B wing of the AD Building for an
appointment

397-4226

,.,_a.-. Con.,._, Srochuan.

_& ..._ ow-

15% off

Lunch. Dinner
or Carry-OUt
-

..., od. . . _ un19/27M.

2172 Warrensville Center at
Cedar • UniverSty Heights
321-9676 or 321-1100 CARRY OUT
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tify Carroll's insura nce company.
"!really had a great tim e and it
was good k nowing tha t we were
help ing to keep people under the
infl uence off the road," Strell said.
"I hope more people volunteer so
som e day they can pick me up."

Anyone wishing to volu nteer
can pick u p a sched u le outsid e the
Student Union office . Safe Rides is
availablefor all students. To get in
contact with Safe Rides, call 3974230 at any time.
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Alumni come home to Carroll
HOMECOMING
continued from page 1.

Lynn Rutledge, Genesis Brown and Aaron Marinelli work safe
rides to provide transportation for students over the weekend.

NEWS

schools.
The '69 football team is also being recognized this weekend for its undefeated PAC
(President's Althletic Conference) championship season.
The annual Homecoming Block Party
will begin at 11 a.m. on Saturday on Belvoir
Boulevard. Approximately29organizat ions
will be selling food, beverages, and JCU
products.
Block party-goers will have to purchase
tickets from a designated booth in order to
buy food and beverages. This will reduce
the amount of money changing hands between the customers and the organizations,
Bernardo said.
The Residence Hall Association (RHA)
is sponsoring the hall decorating contest.
Each hall council has been asked to decorate the outside of their building with the
"Welcome Back to Carroll Country" theme
in mind. The winning hall will receive
$100 for its hall council.
The buildings will be judged by people
who do not live in the halls, said Hea ther
Tucker, director of RHA. judging will be
based on best use of theme, best use of the
building,creativity,origina lity,and participation.
"lt'sa fun activity," Tucker said. "It makes
the campus l ook niceforthe alumni. It ge ts
people involved, and it gets them psyched
for the weekend."
The football team will take on Otterbein
at 2 p.m . Saturday. At half -time, the Homecoming king and queen will be announced .
Nominees for king are Bill Glunz, Brian
Love,john Cranley, Matt Clark, and Gordon
Short. Nominees for queen are Doralice
Tavolario, Bridget Luby, Roslyn Valentino,
Valerie Hartman, and Kara Clark
The Student U n ion 's Homecom ing

Dance will take place a t th e Sheraton City
Center Saturday at 8 p.m . More than 180
bids have been sold, bu t the SU hopes to sell
at least 200 bids.
"Ticket sales are going really well," said
Bill Glunz, vice president of the Student
Union. "I am surprised at how many freshmen have come to buy bids, because as a
freshman, it's often hard to find a date this
early in the year." The theme of the night is
"A Moonlit Corral"
"We wanted a theme that would be good
for hall decorating and for the pep rally."
said Glunz. "Also, we wanted to incorporate the alumni's theme, 'Welcome Back to
Carroll Country' into our theme."
Many students have wondered why
Homecoming is being held so early this
year.
"The Alumni Association chose the date,"
Glunz said. "They try and ch oose a date
when the football tea m} as been away for
awhile, so then it's a real homecoming."
Bernardo added th at there are only four
home football games this year as opposed
to six in past years. One game is over fall
break, one is during Parents' Weekend, and
the other is at the end of the season.
"This was the only game that was available for Homecoming," Bernardo said.
Dance-goers who want to spend the
night at the Sheraton were able to purchase
rooms through the Student Union. All SU
rooms have been sold .
"It~ for convenience," Gl unz said. "If
people stay at the hotel, it will cut dow n on
drinking and driving."
The SU is also provid ing transportation
to the She raton. Buses will leave the Belvoir
parking lot at 6:30p.m. and 7:30p.m . Saturday. The buses will leave the Sheraton to
return toJCU at midnight and 1 a.m .
"We expect Homecoming to go well and
come off without any major mishaps,"
Glunz said.

Laltelsha Dobbins

said Travis.
"The final decision as to who
john Carroll University hases~ receives the grant is made by the
tablished the Father Michael]. president," said Travis.
Lavelle, SJ., Memorial Scholarship
The scholarship was dedicated
Fund inorderro help enrolled stu- to Lavelle because be always
dents.
wanted to help, said Kantz. "He
"This endowment fund will be always wanted to do something
available to students who experi- special for students with family
ence tragedies like death in the emergencies," Kantz said.
family,an accident,a failed family
Lavelle was the president of
business or any other tragic acci- JCUforseven years beforehisdeath
dent that suddenly causes their on March 23, 1995.
financial need to increase dra He collapsed in the University
matically," said Paul Kantz, vice weight room on February 27 and
president for development.
never regained consciousness. !tis
JCU established this fund believed that arrhythmia, an irthrough the Development Office regularity of heartbeat, is the conafter Lavelle's death.
dition that led to his collapse
"So far, this endowment fund nearly a month before his death.
has accumulated over $250,000,"
During Lavelle's presidency,
said Kantz.
tenure enrollment grew 20 perDonors include, alumni, com - cent, the number of minorities atmunity leaders, personal friends tending Carroll increased, the enof Lavelle and many others.
dowment of the University more
"One donor has given stock to than doubled and record donathe endowment fund ," said tions were received from alumni.
Frederick Travis, acting president
Furthermore, the jesuit leader
of John Carroll.
was a member of the Board of
Details on how to apply for this Trustees at several colleges as well
scholarship, and the specific as a member of the Cleveland
amount that will be allotted each Council on World Affairs, Alcoyear will be determined at a meet- holism Services of Cleveland,
ing this week. The final decision Western Reserve Historical Socias to who receives the scholarship · ety, Greater Cleveland Round
will be made by the president of Table , Association of jesuit Colthe university, and the scholarship leges and Universities and The
will not be offered until the 1996 National Conference.
school year, Kantz said.
Arika Walker,sophomore,said
"The jesuit Presidential Grant, she believes the scholarship will
which has existed for 20 years at be beneficial to students.
Carroll, is similar to the scholar"It will commemorate the
ship fund being established in death of a very honorable man
Lavelle's name," said Kantz. "The who has touched many lives on
Presidential Grant is also for students whose financia l need has
suddenly increased."
Correction: In the September
The Assistant Academic Vice
l4 issue of the Carroll News,
President, Frederick Benda S].. reAmy Merlin 's name was
ceives the applications and recmispelled.
ommends them to the president,
Staff Reporter

PRICES
continued from page 1.
m i ttee a nd begin negot iat ions wit h
Marriott.
When thecommittee and Tavolariocome
to an agreement with Marriott, the results
will go back to the SU Senate for approval,
Cranley said.
"If the committee feels Marriott is not
compromising enough, we'll have to consider a! ternativeactions," Cranley said. "We
would not rule out a boycott or protest,
nothing would be out of the question."
Many students agreed· that some action

must be taken to lower the prices.
"The Inn Between is w ay too expensive,"
sa id Amy Everetts, jun ior. "The Student
Union should organize a walkout or offer
competition. This is a monopoly and weare
forced to eat here."
Senior Mark Gustavson offered a different perspective on the issue.
"The Student Union should threaten to
open something to compete with the Inn
Between." he said. "They take advantage of
the fact that there is no other competition."
Yaeger, who was on jury duty at the time
of press, is meeting w ith Tavol ario and the
committee today.

Monday Night Football: 22oz.
Bud and Bud Ught: specials.
I 5 cent wings all night.
Free Pizza at half time.
Tuesday:_
I 5 cent wings.
321 7272
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I

n

tho

baoomont

f
of
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Blttes
Pia••••

'llliA Week in BlueR:
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Monday: Dollar Drafts
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tounuunent : It beslns next weeld
Wednesday: n oz. Bud anc1 Budllahts
$1.50 Well Drinks
Thursdays: Pints of Guinea

Cafe'

THURSDAY-- College 1.0 Nlte
Your College I. D. could win uou T·Shirts. CO's end morel II
De nee ell nile with OJ Brtcn Spence 18 & OV£R

f'RI DAY ·• End of the World Donee Party !
99¢ Happy Hour 4:00 Till 9:00PM
Retro Donee 10:00 Till 2:00AM

SATURDAY-- WORLD IN A ROOM

Ttur.clay, s.ptember 21, 1995:

ALLiViM DA'(DR£AM
Friday Sept.mber 22:

Blues Rockers

18 & OVER IOPM SHOW

MONDAY·- MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBM.L
091 on NTN· You call the plays. Free Hot Dogs

TU£SDAY··POOLTOURNAH£NT
$100 Cash Prize. No entry

fee , $1.00 illg Mouths

W£DN£SDAY ·-LADIES NITE
Flrsi J drtnks free for the l.adies
compUments of Brion Spence Dl Service

No Caver Honda\,! thru Frida\,!
99¢ Happ11 Hour Honda\,~ Thru FridoU
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s.turday 5ept8l nber 23:
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& the Swing Uzards
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Safe Rides home offered to students

Shannon Sullivan

Staff Reporter
Last call has been announced
and people are starting to flock
out of Quinn's. A John Carroll
freshman remembers packing
mto a fnend's Camry to get there
and had no due on how w get
home.
Standing on the curb outside
the bar contemplating a way to
get home a large whue van pull s
up and an anxious driver yells out
the window,'Hey need a ride
home? I'm withStudemUnion,ya
know Safe Rides?"
At that moment thiny plus
kids pile into the Carroll taxi and
more are still standing on the curb.
The driver turns around and in a
parental tone asks if eveyone has a
seat belt on and then proceeds toward cam pus.
With the concern of drinking
and driving, the concept of the
safe ride has been around for some
time, but just recently was put into
action at ]CU.
"I think it's a terrific program
simply because people are going
to need a safe ride home on the
weekends; said Kate Robi nson,SU
director or special events.
The Student Union has put together a system of three people on
duty at one time, two in the van
and one answering phone calls at
Safe Rides headquarters in the Stu-

dent Union office.
"The way it works is that after a
night out at the bars instead of
drivinghome,give usa call here at
the Student Union office and we
will come get you and your
friends," says sophomore class
President Aaron Marinelli.
Dnvingdrunk is the issue here,
but most underclassmen at Carroll who do not have transportation on campus either take a cab
or walk.
Another positive point of Safe
R1des is that studentS are given an
option.
Many things can happen between Lee Road and Carroll especially when drinking has been
involved.
Safe Rides will try to eliminate
some of these worries as it is only
a phone call away.
The hours for service range
from 10 p.m. till2 a.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
With three people working the
shift there will always be someone to answer calls.
"It was an experience I will
never forget," said sophomore volunteer Allison Strell. "It was past
two in the morning, but we made
one more tnp back to Lee Road to
makesure noone wasdrivi ng who
shouldn't be and ended up picking up more kids . This time
though, we made a short stop at

Mama's Boy."
Finding volunteers todrive Safe
Rides had been a problem in the
past. But, in Tuesday's Student
Union meeting, a bill was passed
requiring every senator and executive officer to work Safe Rides
one night a semester.
The reqUirement met with
some opposition from some senators at the meeting.
Robinson said that although
senators considerably contribute
theirtime, it is still only one night
they have to volunteer.
' L know myself and a lot of
other senators would be willing to
pick up the slack if there is a conflict,' she said. "!The requirement]
is just a safeguard to fill the need
for drivers."
Genesis Brown, senior class
president, was among those who
proposed the requirement.
"lt's not like we are asking you
to pick up garbage on the highway," Brown said. "We are asking
youtohelpoutand pick up people
who could otherwise be hurting
themselves."
Anyone can volunteer time to
answer phones or ride along in the
van, not just Student Union members.
To drive a vanonemustpresent
his or her liscense to the Dean of
Student's assistant for a pprova I. It
takes them about one week to no-

Bilgere awarded for poetry
L:

Sabol

Staff Reporter

George BJlgere, assistant pro
fessor of English, was recently
awarded the Devlin Prize at the
University of Missouri for his first
published collection of poems.
The Devlin award isgiveneach
year to an outstanding fi rst book
of poetry published by a university press.
Bilgere's book, The Going, is a
collection of poems inspired by
his childhood and family life.
"It is stories about the typical
American family," Bilgere said.
' My parents divorced when l was
lOyears-old,and I was never in the
same place for a long time."
The common theme of the collection is based on growing up in
the midwest, he said.
"It is about a family fallingapart
and being geographi cally up-<
rooted and eventually finding its
way in a new environment," said
Bilgere.

Even though most poetry books
are not united around one common theme, Bi lgcre said he wanred
to write a collection based on the
single subject that he knew best.
Sara Joranko, visiting English
professor, said she ca n always relate to the subjects Bilgere writes
about.
"He always writes about real
things, events and feelings ,"
]orankosaid.
Bilgere said his interest in poetry began during his senior year
as an undergraduate in college
when he read a poem by Charles
Wright.
"lt was the first time I realized
that the language we speak everyday, plain ordin ary English is
taken for granted,"Bilgeresaid. "lt
made me realize within our lan guage lurked something beautiful, mysterious and profound.
That's when l became interested
in exploring those mysteries myself."

lntemational Students!!
You must meet with your
International Student

Adviser soon!

Prior to the publication of this
book. Bilgere had already published more than 100 poems appearing in literary journals and
magazines.
"It is difficult to publish books
of poetry," he said. "Most careers
develop in publishing in small
journals of poetry."
Bilgere presently teaches
courses in modern poetry, American poetry, modern novel and creative writing.
"I teach because L like to talk
about poetry as well as write it,"
Bilgere said.
A university is an excellent
place for writers because it gives
one the opportunity to be with
people who are interested in expressing it, he said.
"jCU supports my endeavor
with money and time," Bilgere
said. "I am very grateful for that."
Last year, Bilgere was awarded
the Grauel Fellowship and the
Fulbright Teaching Fellowship to
write his next book. In 1994,
Bilgere also was awarded t he
Paumonak Award from the State
University of New York, and, in
the spring, he was given a $10,000
grant from Ohio Arts Counc;il for
his poetry.
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"I really had a great time and it
was good knowing that we were
helping to keep people under the
influence off the road,"Strell said.
"I hope more people volunteer so
some day they can pick me up."

can pick up a schedule outside the
Student Union office. Safe Rides is
availablefor all students. To get in
contact with Safe Rides, call3974230 at any time.

Scholarship
Laltelsha Dobbins
Staff Reporter
john Carroll University has established the Father Michael].
lavelle, Sj., Memorial Scholarship
Fund in order to help enrolled studentS.
"This endowment fund will be
available to students who experience tragedies like death in the
family,anaccident,a failed family
business or any other tragic acci dent th at suddenly causes their
financial need to increase dramatically," said Paul Kantz, vice
president for development.
JCU established this fund
through the Development Office
after Lavelle's death.
"So far, this endowment fund
has accumulated over $250,000,"
said Kantz.
Donors include, alumni, community leaders, personal friends
of Lavelle and many others.
"One donor has given stock to
the endowment fund," said
Frederick Travis, acting president
of john Carroll.
Details on how to apply for this
scholarship, and the specific
amount that will be allotted each
year will be determined at a meeting this week The final decision
as to who receives the scholarship ·
will be made by the president of
1he university,and the scholarship
will not be offered until the 1996
school year, Kantz said.
"The jesuit Presidential Grant ,
which has existed for 20 years at
Carroll, is similar to the scholarship fund being established in
Lavelle's name," said Kantz. "The
Presidential Grant is a lso for students whose financial need has
suddenly increased."
The Assistant Academic Vice
President Frederick Benda Sj., receives th~ applications and recommends them to the president,

said Travis.
"The final decision as to who
receives the grant is made by the
president," said Travis.
The scholarship was dedicated
to Lavelle because he always
wanted to help, said Kantz. "He
always wanted to do something
special for studentS with family
emergencies," Kantz said.
Lavelle was the president of
JCUforseven years beforehisdeath
on March 23,1995.
He collapsed in the University
weight room on February 27 and
neverregainedconsciousness. !tis
believed that arrhythmia, an irregularity of heartbeat, is the cond ition that led to his collapse
nearly a month before his death.
During Lavelle's presidency,
tenure enrollment grew 20 percent, the number of minorities attending Carroll increased, the endowment of the University more
than doubled and record donations were received from alumni.
Furthermore, the jesuit leader
was a member of the Board of
Trustees at several colleges as well
as a member or the Cleveland
Council on World Affairs, Alcoholism Services of Cleveland,
Western Reserve Historical Society, Greater Cleveland Round
Table, Association of jesuit Colleges and Univers.ities and The
National Conference.
Arika Walker,sophomore, said
she believes the scholarship will
be beneficial to students.
"It will commemorate the
death of a very honorable man
who has touched many lives on

HOMECOMING
schools.
The '69 football team is also being recognized this weekend for its undefeated PAC
(President's Althletic Conference) cha mpionship season.
The annual Homecoming Block Party
will begin at 11 a.m. on Saturday on Belvoir
Boulevard. Approximately29organizations
will be selling food, beverages, and JCU
products.
Block pany-goers will have to purchase
tickets from a designated booth in order to
buy food and beverages. This will reduce
the amount of money changing hands betweenthecustomersand theorganizations,
Bernardo said.
The Residence Hall Association (RHA)
is sponsoring the hall decorating contest.
Each hall council has been asked to decorate the outside of their building with the
"Welcome Back to Carroll Country" theme
in mind . The winning hall will receive
$100 for its hall council
The buildings will be judged by people
who do not live in the halls, said Heather
Tucker, director of RHA. Judging will be
based on best use of theme, best use of the
building,creativity,originality,and participation.
"It's a funactivity,"Tuckersaid. "lt makes
the campus l ook niceforthealumni. It gets
people involved, and it gets them psyched
for the weekend."
The football team will take on Otterbein
at 2 p.m. Saturday At half-time, the Homecoming king and queen will be announced.
Nominees for king are Bill Glunz, Brian
Love,John Cranley,Ma tt Clark, and Gordon
Short. Nominees for queen are Doralice
Tavolario, Bridget Luby, Roslyn Valentino,
Valerie Hartman, and Kara Clark.
The Student Union's Homecoming

PRICES
continued from page 1
mittee and begin negotiations with
Marriott.
When thecommitteeand Tavolariocome
to an agreement with Marriott, the results
will go back to the SU Senate for approva~
Cranley said.
"lf the committee feels Marriott is not
compromising enough, we'll have to consider alternative actions," Cranley said. "We
would not rule out a boycott or protest,
nothing would be out of the question."
Many students agreed that some action

Dance will take place at the Sheraton City
Center Saturday at 8 p.m. More than 180
bids have been sold. but the SU hopes to sell
at least 200 bids.
"Ticket sales are going really well," said
Bill Glunz, vice president of the Student
Union. "I am surprised at hGw many freshmen have come to buy bids, because as a
freshman, it's often hard to find a date this
early in the year." The theme of the night is
"A Moonlit Corral."
"We wanted a theme that would be good
for hall decorating and for the pep rally,"
said Glunz. "Also, we wanted to incorporate the alumni's theme, 'Welcome Back to
Carroll Country' into our theme."
Many students have wondered why
Homecoming is being held so early this
year.
"The Alumni Association chose the date,"
Glunz said. "They try and choose a date
when the footballteam.has been away for
awhile, so then it's a real homecoming."
Bernardo added that there are only four
home football games ·this year as opposed
to six in past years. One game is over fall
break, one is during Parents' Weekend, and
the other is at the end of the season.
"This was the only game that was available for Homecoming," Bernardo said.
Dance-goers who want to spend the
night at the Sheraton were able to purchase
rooms through the Student Union. All SU
rooms have been sold.
"lt;s for convenience," Glunz said. "If
people stay at the hotel, it will cut down on
drinking and driving."
The SU is also providing transportation
to the Sheraton. Buses will leave the Belvoir
parking lot at 6:30p.m. and 7:30p.m. Saturday. The buses will leave the Sheraton to
return to JCU at midnight and 1 a.m.
"We expect Homecoming to go well and
come off without any major mishaps,"
Glunz said.

must be taken to lower the prices.
' The lnn Between is way too expensive,"
said Amy Everetts, junior. "The Student
Union should organize a walkout or offer
competition. This is a monopoly and weare
forced to eat here."
Senior Mark Gustavson offered a different perspective on the issue.
"The Student Union should threaten to
open something to compete with the Inn
Between," he said. "They take advantage of
the fact that there is no other competition."
Yaeger, who was on jury duty at the time
of press, is meeting with Tavolario and the
committee today.
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Correction: In the September
14 issue of the Carroll News,
Amy Merlin's name was
mispelled.
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Alumni come home to Carroll
continued from page 1

Lynn Rutledge, Genesis Brown and Aaron Marinelli work safe
rides to provide transportation for students over the weekend.
tify Carroll's msuran~e company.
Anyone wishing to volunteer
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Sex controversy sells jeans for Calvin Klein
Gina M. Girardot
Int. News and Business Edt tor

Calvin Klein has used sex prOpaganda to sell his fashions for

the past 15 years.
He has built a fashion empire
through tapping the charge and
the cultural unease surrounding

youthful sexuality.
ln the 1980's Klein became fa mousfor his Brook Shield's 'Noth·
ing gets be tween me and my

Calvins' campaign. Popularity
again soared in the 1990's, with
ads featuring waif Kate Moss in
the nude and muscle bound
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laying all party peace talks de·
spite the fact that they will not
commit to decommissioning. In
addition, the I.R.A. says the British have begun an unprecedented
securitycrackdown across Northern Ireland.
This past week in Washington
D.C., Adams met with Vice President AI Gore in an effort to develop propositions that might be
agreeable to the British Government.
Gore and White House National Secur ity Advisor, Anthony
Lake, urged flexibility on both
sides of the negotiations.
All parties agreed to assemble
an international body to deal with
the issue of the decommissioning
of weapons. No firm dates have
been set for peace talks, yet the

progress of all parties is apparent.
Adams said, "We obviously are all
trying to find formulas which
move the entire peace process forward ."
The Sinn Fein continues to demand that no strict mandates and
deadlines be imposed in order to
sucessfully proceed with the
peace talks. The White House has
supported these talks and has
committed to keep negotiations
on track before President Clinton
visits Northern ireland later this
year.
The issues of decommissioning and peace are expected to be a
topic in a meeting between Prime
Ministers john Major of Britain
and john Bruton of Ireland when
they meet this Friday in Majorca
at a European Union conference.

TEL (216)295-5555

I

Are you interested in
currrent events?
Do you like to write?
Maybe you should right for the
lnt News&: Business page!
Interested?
Call Gina, 397-4398
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The Carribean is in recovery after the seventh Atlantic h urricane thisseason,Marilyn, tore through several islands leaving
nine dead and much destruction. Marilyn destroyed 40perccent
of the houses and half of the businesses on StThomas and St
Croix on Saturday. Both the Virgin Islands and PuertoRicohave
been declared disaster areas by Prrsident Clinton. Relitf supplies are being flown into St Thomas including prepackaged
military meals. drinking water and ice. Marilyn Is expected to
pass near Bermuda before moving.

Pope john Paul nfinished his six-day trip ro Africa with his
visit to Nairobi, Kenya.The theme stressed by the pontiff was
that human rights should not be sacrificed for economic
progress. He also warned against divisions amongst the people
of the nation that lead to situations similar to the Balkans.. The
Pope.preached similar themes in johannesburg. South Africa.
He criticized governments that profit from armssalesat Africas
expense. His next trip is a much awaited visit to the United
States East Coast from October 4-8.

FAX(216) 295-5550
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Annie Collopy
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor
The cease fire in Northern Ireland continues after nearly a year
without war. However, the Irish
Republican Army still refuses total disarmament, known as decommissioning. This refusal by
the LR.A. has been one of the roadblocks in the peace talks between
the political arm of the I.R.A., the
Sinn Fein.
Gerry Adams, leader of Sinn
Fein, the political win~ of the
l.R.A., had formulated a solution
to end the stalemate bet ween the
British and the Irish Republicans.
However, Britain continues to
demand that the l.R.A. begin decommissioning before negotiating
with the Sinn Fein.
The l.R.A. blames Britain for de-
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Talks may bring Ireland closer to peace
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Duetoan ultimatum by the infamous Unabomber,the Washington Post and the New York Times jointly agreed to publish a
35,000 word manuscript in Tuesday, Sept. 19 papers. The
Unabomber threatened that death would be involved if the
papers d1d not publtsh his statement. Therefore, In a rare joint
effort, the two papers made the. decision to split the cost of
publishing and run the manuscript In the Washmgton Post
Although this publication is viewed by many as giving in to
terrorists, the two papers were publishing the manuscript at the
request of Attorney General janet Reno and FBI Director Louis
]. Freech.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

0 an undergraduate student 0 a graduate student

0 Other (pt.... -.Hy)

r

LARGE TOllED GREEN SALAD

City,__________________ State_____ Zip. _ _ _ __

0

Marky·Mark in his boxers.
Most recently, Klem has promoted his low end line, cK, in a
manner which has been Labeled
bysomecriticsaschi ld pornography.
It seems that, although some
of this season's cK jeans ads feature models as old as 29, consumersa refi ndi ng the series of photos
showing youth in provocative
poses as controversial. bordering
on obscene.
The results have been both
positive and negative.
In response tothefalladdcampaign, Dayton Hudson, a major
Midwesterndepartmentstore,has
boycotted the designer with WalMart and Macys threatening to
be next to do so.
But Klein is no stranger to controversy, in fact he seems to thrive
on it.
In the early 1980's, feminist
Gloria Steinem protested the
crotch shots of pouty 15 year old
Brook Shields. Klein responded to
Steinem by f ueting the fire, and
telling her to "F-k off "in a Playboy interview. ·
After this comment, the volume of jean sales nearly doubled
in number.
Bad taste or not, the
contraversy surrounding Klein
moves merchandise,although not
necessarily profits.
ln previous years, even when
the Calvin Klein name was selling as much as $400 million a
year in merchandise at wholesale,
the privately owned organization
was not making much money; by
someestimatesonlyonedollarper
pair of jean .
Despite all of the company's
problems, the brand name image
has lost none of its appeal. Revived last year, world wide sales
approached $1 billion wholesale.
For Klein, the positive aspect
of the controversy has been the
free advertising from the publicity revolving around the criticisms.
For example, 1994 Christmas
season, Klein introduced the fragrance line cK One.
The new line grossed $60 million in the first three months; the
richest debut in perfume history.
The fragrance was aimed at
both men and women. The ads
featured mopey, drab looking boys
and girls without much differentiation between the sexes.
Klein's philosophy of controversial advertising seems to be
paying off.
This is dispite the fact that he
he opted to pull the ' pornographic' fall advertisements late
into the campaign. This decision
was consequence free.
By pulling the ads, Klein appears to be the good guy while
losing nothing in sales because
the ads were only going to run
through October.

1.99
2.99

.99
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Sex controversy sells jeans for Calvin Klein
Gina M. Girardot
tnt. News end Business Editor

Calvin Klein has used sex prOpaganda to sell his fashions for

the past 15 years.
lie has built a fashion empire
through tapping the charge and
the cultural unease surrounding

youthful sexuality.
In the 1980's Klein became famous for his Brook Shield's 'Nothing gets between me and my

Calvins' campaign. Popularity
again soared in the 1990's, with
ads featuring waif Kate Moss in
the nude and muscle bound
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Due toan ultimatum by the infamous Unabomber, the Wash·
ington Post and the New York Times jointly agreed to publish a
35,000 word manuscript in Tuesday, Sept. 19 papers. The
Unabomber threatened that death would be involved if the
papers did not publish his statement. Therefore, in a rare joint
effort, the two papers made the decision to split the cost of
publishing and run the manuscript in the Washington Post.
Although this publication is viewed by many as giving in to
terroristS, the two papers were publishing the manuscript at the
request of Attorney General janet Reno and FBI Director louis
J Freech.

Talks may bring Ireland closer to peace
Annie Collopy

I

Do you like to write?
Maybe you should right for the
Int. News & Business page!
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laying all party peace talks despite the fact that they wi.ll not
commit to decommissioning. ln
addition, the I.R.A. says the British have begun an unprecedented
securitycrackdownacrossNorthern lrela nd.
This past week in Washington
D.C., Adams met with Vice President AI Gore in an effort to develop propositions that might be
agreeable to the British Government.
Gore and White House National Security Advisor, Anthony
Lake, urged flexibility on both
sides of the negotiations.
All parties agreed to assemble
an international body to deal with
the issue of the decommissioning
of weapons. No firm dates have
been set for peace talks, ye t the

Asst.lnt. News & Bus1ness Editor

The cease fire in Northern Ireland continues after nearly a year
without war. :However, the Irish
Republican Army still refuses total disarmament, known as decommissioning. This refusal by
the l.R.A. has been one of the roadblocks in the peace talks between
the political arm of the I.R.A., the
Sinn Fein.
Gerry Adams, leader of Sinn
Fein, the political wing of the
lR.A., had formulated a solution
to end the stalemate between the
British and the Irish Republicans.
However, Britain continues to
demand that the I.R.A. begin decommissioning before negotiating
with the Sinn Fein.
The I.R.A. blames Britain for de-

progress of all parties is a pparem.
Adams said, "Weobviouslyareall
trying to find formulas which
move the entire peace process forward."
The Sinn Fein continues to demand that nostrictmandatesand
deadlines be imposed in order to
sucessfully proceed with the
peace talks.The White House has
supported these talks and has
committed to keep negotiations
on track before President Clinton
visits Northern Ireland later this
year.
The issues of decommission·
ing and peace are expected to be a
topic in a meeting between Prime
Ministers john Major of Britain
and john Bruton of Ireland when
they meet this Friday in Majorca
at a European Un1on con ference.

The Carribcan is in recovery after the seventh Adantic hurricane thisseason,Marilyn, tore through several islands leaving
nine dead and much destruction. Marllyndestrel)'W 40perccent
of the houses and half of the businesses on St. Thomas and St.
Croix on Saturday. Both the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico have
been declared disaster areas by Pusident Clinton. Relief supplies are being rlown into St. Thomas including prepackaged
military meals, drinking water and ice. Marilyn is expected to
pass near Bermuda before moving.

Popejohn Paul D finished his six-day trip to Africa with his
visit to Nairobi, Kenya.Thc theme stressed by the pontiff was
that human rights should nor be sacrificed for economic
progress. He also warned against divisions amongst the people
of the nation that lead to situations similar to the Balkans. The
Pope.preached similar themes in johannesburg. South Afrioa.
He criticized governments that profitfrom arms sales at Africa's
expense. His next trip is a much awaited visit to the United
States East Coast from October 4-8.
The~- Ryder Cup will take place Friday through
SaturdayattheOakHillsCowuryOubinRoc:heater,NewYork.
1Cn Europeans and 10 Amerlcansc:ompetelngolflJmaet pattgious international competition. Bernard Gallaqbti lcliftcbl.
European team as captain, whilel.anny WadkinsbeadsThe US
Ryder Cup team .

NTER,_
TEL {216)295-5555

FAX{216) 295-5550

Grand Opening
20060 VAN AKEN BLVD.(next to Jos. Banks clothiers)
Open 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Every Day

WE DELIVER ($15.oo min.)
A GREAT ALTERNATlVE TO PIZZA

ROTISSERIE CHICKEN

INTERNATIONAL CHICKEN

FRIED CHICKEN

ROAS'IED ON A SPIT W11H SPECIAL SEASONWGS

BAR-11-Q SAUCE AVAILABLE
QUARTER CHICKEN DARK AIIIEAD
QUARTER CHICKEN WHITIAIREAD
HALE CIIICilEN w11112 eldH
WHOLE~ A BREAD
IWO WHOLE CIIICIU!NS

1.99
4.99

1.19
7.99
24.99

SKINLESS
1 piece DARK MEAL with 2 aides
1 piece WHITE .-AI. with 2 sides
2 piece MEAL with 2 aides
3 piece aEAL with 2 aides
5 piece DIN'&R with 2 Lg. ads
CHICKEN FINGERI(8) MEAL
wlth2aldea
AU WHITE MEAT add 1.00/pc.

2.11

3.41
4.19
1.11

U.H
4.11

SALADS

SERVED WITH 111DE DIM OR SOIF
ROAST CHICKEN Willi HONEY _,.TAIID OF I8Q SAUCE

LARGE CAESAR SALAD

~CHCUN.aST

LARGE TOSSED GREEN SALAD

CIIICUN SALAD

nan .-ATIIAI.I.

2.41
WI GRILLED CIICKI\Jj, T\IIIA, ORCHICIIEN SALAD 4..41
100% WHITE aEAT CHICKEN SALAD

DESSERTS I BEVERAGES

wl1112 olde dl.....

REGIA.AR
LARGE
FOUNTADII DRI'«S

QUARTER CHICKEN DARK AND

.EAD 4..49

QUARTER CIIICK!N WIBTE A BREAD
HALF CIICllEN a .EAD
WINU(I)A..UO

11.49

I.H

a.n

SIDE DISHES
1.99

W/GRLLIED CIICKDI, T\IIIA, OR CIICIIEN SALAD 1.91

UNIARIHCUN__,.

CHOICE OF IERIYAKI, LEMON
A GARLIC, HONEY MUSTARD
HAWAIIAN

with 2 aide dishes

SANDWICHES

~_,.,

-----------

..........
-- -- -

OR CAU1-800-692-82oo and ask for
Opeqtor 268.

Marky-Mark in his boxers.
Most recently, Klein has promoted his low end line, cK, in a
manner which has been labeled
bysomecriticsaschild pornography.
It seems that, although some
of this season's cKjeans ads feature models as old as 29, consumers are finding the series of photos
showing youth in provocative
poses as controversial, bordering
on obscene.
The results have been both
positive and negative.
lnresponsetothefalladdcampaign, Dayton Hudson , a major
Midwesterndepartmenrstore,has
boycotted the designer with WalMart and Macy's threatening to
be next to do so.
But Klein is no st ranger to controversy, in fact he seems to thrive
on it.
In the early 1980's, feminist
Gloria Steinem protested the
crotch shots of pouty 15 year old
Brook Shields. Klein responded to
Steinem by fueling the fire, and
telling her to "F-k off" in a Playboy interview. ·
After this comment, the volume of jean sales nearly doubled
in number.
Bad taste or not, the
conrraversy surrounding Klein
moves merchandise,although not
necessarily profits.
In previous years, even when
the Calvin Klein name was selling as much as $400 million a
year in merchandise at wholesale,
the privately owned organization
was not making much money; by
someestimatesonlyonedollarper
pair of jeans.
Despite all of the company's
problems, the brand name image
has lost none of its appeal. Revived last year, world wide sales
approached $1 billion wholesale.
For Klein, the positive aspect
of the controversy has been the
free advertising from the publicity revolving around the criticisms.
For example, 1994 Christmas
season, Klein introduced the fragrance line cK One.
The new line grossed $60 million in the first three months; the
richest debut in perfume history.
The fragrance was aimed at
both men and women. The ads
featured mopey, drab looking boys
and girls without much differentiation between the sexes.
Klein's philosophy of controversial advertising seems to be
paying of[
This is dispite the fact that he
he opted to pull the 'pornographic' fall advertisements late
into the campaign. This decision
was consequence free.
By pulling the ads, Klein appears to be the good guy while
losing nothing in sales because
the ads were only going to run
through October.

I.H

1.19

Z.H
.99

R. .ularlldeDisllee
ChooM from: Homemade Mashed Potatoes, COm,
Herb Roasted Red Potato, Brown Alee/Be-.
Herb Stufflnc, CUcumber Salad, Traditional
Potato Sallld, Penna Pasta, 3 Bean Salad,
Macaroni & CheeM. Spinach and Mushrooms,
Baby Carrots w/ pineapple, Steaned
Veeetablea, Sweet Potato Puree, Strlnl Beane
w I Sun Dried Tomatoes, Tomato Basil Salad, •
Farmef'a Choice, CIWiberry Sauu.

US ABOUT OlR CATERING SPECIALS FOR YOI.R CLUBS, ~fERNITES AND SORORITIES

~-----------------------------------------------------,

I

Save
$2.00
when you show
us your JCU ID

on any purchase of $5.oo or more.
one coupon per order.
camot be combined with any other offer or discount.

1

L-----------------------------------------------------~
"THE FOOD EVERYONE'S RAVING ABOUT"

:
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Junior always willing to help out
Brainard seen everywhere among campus organizations
1..-II.JI)L~Y,.
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Sherry Lucchetti

the betterment of society.
Operation Focus, a program
With Homecoming weekend designed to collect and deliver
just one day away, junior Tim non-perishable food Items to
Brainard has his hands full.
needy people in the Cleveland
Aschairmauof the Block Party area, is one way thar Brainard, a
committee, Brainard is busy tak- Euclid native, is reaching out to
ing care of last minute details to hiscommunity. Herecalledatime
ensure that this year's block party when he helped a woman home
is as successful as ever.
with her food as being particu"It has been great working with larly memorable.
all the[on-campuslorganizations,"
Brainard also enjoys being insaid Brainard. "They have a lot of volved with Habitat for Humangreat ideas."
ity, something he has done for two
He added, though, that trying years at john Carrolland four years
to inform organization members at his high school alma mater, St.
of meetings was difficult without Ignatius of Cleveland, Ohio.
The focus of
this organization is to clean
uphomesinthe
Cleveland
community.
ld
Activities sue h
Megan Ba ina as painting and
yard work are
phone directories to get their common for participants of Habiphone numbers.
tat for Humanity.
In addition to the food booths
Brainard said that the owners
and souvenirtents, the block party of the houses are usually not home
will also feature ad unking booth. when the volunteers are there, but
The faculty and administration just knowing that he is helping,
have been asked to volunteer for it 'makes me feel good."
and "l think Fr. Salmi's hopping
"I was carrying in a box of food
in," said Brainard.
and one of the lady's daughters,
Aside from this weekend's ac- w hocould only have been +yearstivities, Brainard devotes much of old, ran up to me and gave me a
histimetoorganizationsandcom- hug around my legs," Brainard exmittees that in some way promote plained. 'It's things like that that
Assistant Features Editor

4:00pm

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament
JCU vs. Kenyon College
Shula Sports Center

5:30pm

6:30pm

Jardine Room

7:30pm

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament

•·s9 Football Team Registration
• National Championship Wrestling
Team of '75 Registration
Jardine Room

6:30pm

• Homecoming Rally
Rally for football. vol leyball. soccer. and
cross country team. Performances by the
Dance Team . Cheerleaders a:1d the Wolf
Mascots. Spirit Competitions between
the residence halls.
Recplex-A trium Steps
Keller Commons

9:00am

• Close Belvoir Boulevard

9:00pm
11:00 pm

Noon

• JCU Women 's Volleyball Tournament
• 1996 Reunion Class Committee Seminar
2:00pm

• Alumni Soccer Game
• Football Team Mass and
pre-game Breakfast

Semi Finals

• Class Agent Workshop

3:30pm

Faculty Dining Room

11:00 am

• JCU vs. Otterbein College Football

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament

St. Francis Chapel

10:15 am

• Resident Hall and
Booth Decoration Judging

Nationa l Championship Wrestling Team of '75
and '69 Championship Footbal l Team
introduced before the game. Ha ll of Fame
h uc ees. J
ance eam a d Homecom~ng
K1ng and Queen at ha1ftime.
Wasmer Field

Wa m r Jeld

10:00 am

• Blue I Gold Nightcap
• '69 Football Team
c?
• National Championship Wrestling
Team of '75
Blue / Gold Room

All resident halls and homecormg booths
Will be oecorated in the sp1rit of the weekend.
First ana second place prizes will be awarded
for the oest 1n each category.

JCU vs. College of Mt. St. Joe
Shu/a Sports Center

9:30am

• Alumni Soccer Reception
Faculty Dinmg Room

Belvoir Boulevard

Classes. '41. '46. '51. '56. '61. '66. '7 1. '76.
'81. '86. '91
Murphy Room

• Hall of Fame Dinner
Blue I Gold Club will honor 5 inductees
for 1995 and present an Award for Lifetime
Achievement in Athletics.
Brad Cantwell '85. Footba ll
Brian Clarke '85. Baseba ll
Kevin Hinkel '77. Wrestling
Traugott "Trag" Keller '55. Basketba ll
John Magyari '84. Basebal l
":'~
New Conference Room
I.:!~~

JCU vs. Calvin College
Shu/a Sports Center

6:00pm

• Blue I Gold Reception

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament
Fi:ta ls

• Homecoming Block Party
Belvoir Boulevard will be the site of a g1gantic
block party w1th multicolored booths. tents
and entertainment. Student Union Organ izations will serve the vittles and potables.
Country Western music prov1<1_ed by "Rebe.
Ridge " Band. There Will be l1ne dancmg in
the street. Free lme DancJ:~g Lessons wil.
be provided. and an appearance by JCU wolf
mascots (the real wo lves-Lobo and Lola).

6:00pm

Shu/a Sporrs Center

Shu/a Sports Center

• Block Party Ends
Belvoir Boulevard

6:30pm

• Student Union Homecoming Dance
Swingos-Pfayhouse Square
·~9

•
•

Football Reception and Buffet

Murphy Room
National Championship Team

'75 Reception and Buffet
Faculty Dinmg Room

Football

BR IAN CLARKE '85
Baseball
Elected September 22. 1995
F1rst and only JCU baseball AII·Amencan. earning
third team honors on the \985 Jivis1on Ill squad.
Was a second team AII·Mideast Req1on PICk as
a jun1or. anc £1rst ream AI -PAC as a 1Jn1or and
sen1or. Graduated with a1o s:ill holds record
for lowest career earned r Jn average. posting
a 3.20 ERA from 1982-85. Career recoro of 18-6.
mc udmg a per<ect 11-0 mark aga1nst PAC opponents. Played on Cleveland College A !·Star team
which played USA Olympic Team o July 20.
1984. earnmg the save 1n a 1·0 upset

TRAUGOTT "TROG" KELLER ' 55
Basketball
Elect<:>c September 22. 1995
Play-mak1ng pomt guard for the Blue Streaks 1n
the eany 1950's. Three-year le terw1nner a"d
starter on teams which featured John Carrol ·s
top POIT~t scorer of al l time. George Daltor
Althouqr, ass1s s were not recorded dunng Keller s
playing days. Dalton stated at the conclusion of r.1s
career that "TraJg should get credit for at
'east naif my (2.357) po nts. Started 1n f1nal
49 games of his career as the Streaks went
29-20. earnmg vtctones agamst St. Bonaventure.
1ona. Georgetown. Kent State. ana Seton Hall.

Two-time f1rst eam All.flAC select1on as a ful!·
back. Third team AII-Amencan 1n 1982. when
he led all Division Ill sophomores ana \•Vas ranked
13th overaJ with 993 ya'dS rush mg. One of
only three playe-s (Carl Taseff and Willie Beers
are the others) to lead JCU 1n rushtng for four
con.secut1ve years (1981-84). At the t1rre of
h1s graduation. held school record for career
rusrmg attempts (769) and career recep 1ons
(86). and was ranked th1rd all-ttme m career
rusrmg yards (2.910) ard career points scored
(150).

KEVIN HINKEL '77
Wrestling
Elected Sep ember 22. 1995
A two-t1me nat1onal qualifier. completed h1s career
with a record of 52-17·1. earnmg A !-American
honors 11 1976 w1th a ftft'l-place fimsh at 190
pounds. 52 victones were most by a 190-pounder
and ninth best overall at t'le t1me of his graduatiOn. Was a two t1me PAC champ1on 11976 and
1977). posttng a 19·1 career record aga1nst conference opponents Three-time Nat1onal Catholic
lnvttat lonal chamoton. earmng ~ost Valuaole
W~est:er honors of the :ourn<~me'lt tn 1976.

JOHN MAGYAR! '84
Baseball
Elected September 22. 1995
Three-time AII-PAC first team selection over
the course of his career ..... ovvest single season
ear ned run average 1n JCU baseball history.
postmg an ERA of 1.90 m 982. Owns schoo.
records for career star s (30\. career complete
games (25). career wins (19). career innings
pitched (221) and career strikeouts (200). Holds
the JCU s1ngle season records for complete
games (8) and stnkeouts (68 m 1984). First
JCU baseball payer ':o compete at the profesSIOnal level. play,ng '-"'' h Ut1ca of the Class
·A· New York-Penn _eague in 1984-85.

···~·] 1~·1'111... 1~·····~
111~1... 1.... ,
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BRAD CANTWELL '85
E'ec ed September 22. 1995

Tim Is quick to volunteer and
very giving of himself.

RHA expands campus role
Denise Lash
Staff Reporter

The Residence Hall Association (RHA) launched into its second year last Wednesday.
RHA is an on-campus organization that plans, finances, and
coordinates activities for the students in the residents halls. RHA
also assists the residence hall
counselors and serves as a connection between university officials and students.
RHA started when students
and officials got together to organize more activities for campus
residents.
Groups have tried to start RHA
several times but were unsuccessful. Past effortsstartedstrong but
then dwindled as the year progressed. This is the first time that
RHA has had a consecutive year.
According to Heather Tucker,
Director of RHA and Hall Director of Murphy, this year's success
is due to the training of the club
members who helped out during
Freshman Weekend . Tucker says
that a goal fot:the members is "tryingtomake[RHA]strongand keep
it here forever."

l\Wzarell~
~z~..
Full/part-time
opportunities.
Flexible
schedule.

'RHA is a great opportunity for
people who live on campus to get
involved," said Tucker. 'All the activities are geared for the students
that are campus residents."
Last year, RHA was responsible
for the Freshman Social, Christmas Carroll Eve, Winter Fest, and
karaoke.
This year they are organizing a
decorating contest and a movie
nightforhomecoming. Themembers are also participating in the
Aids Walk.
Jeff Becherer, the Vice President
of RHA, encourages students to
join. "If anyone is•looking to have
fun and get more involved with
friends and activities at john Carroll, then RHA is what you are
looking for," says Becherer.
In order to gain more input
from the students, they are going
to distribute surveys, as well as
have meetings to ensure that their
activities are ones that most of the
student body will enjoy.
The meetings for RHA are every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. It is
open to all campus residents. Signs
in the atrium will indicate times
and locations.

2101 Richmond Rd.
464-6333

Brainard credits his love of books to not having a TV as a child.
"Tim is very insightfuL He is
always quick to volunteer his time
and is very giving of himself," said
Megan Baldino, who works on the
JUSTICE committee
with
Brainard.
Brainard is also the chair of the
elections committee, which organizes on-campus elections and
handles the tallying of ballots.
Glunz, who works with Brainard
on the elections committee, said
that Brainard is always willing to
help out.
"He's always looking for ways
to get better and do better," Glunz
said.
Family life has had a tremendous influence on Brainard's personality. He comes from a family
of six children of which he is the
second youngest and cited a
unique reason fort he closeness he
shares with his siblings.
"We didn't have a television set
untillwaslO. Myparentsbelieved
in reading a lot and playin out
-.ili1 lrb 1nk oDIX bav.Wa cclaviaion
helped us to be a lot closer of a
family because we spe nt so much
ti.me together."
Brainard, who someday wants
to teach English at the high school

I

level, said that the years he spent
reading instead of watching television fostered a love of literature
for him.
"I love to read because l think Jt
teaches us about other cultures
and about what was going on at
different times," he said.
Besides reading, Brainard also
enjoys athletics He went to 30
Indians games before the strike
last season. "I love baseball and l
love to play basketball," he said.
Brainard refers to himself as
"ubiquitous" because he seems to
be everywhere all the time. Glunz
also explamed this phenomena,
"Heisveryfriendlyand very talkative."
Brainard is planning to continue hiscampusand community
involvement while atJCU.
As for his plans after graduation, Brainard said, "l hope to be
teaching and have a wife and kids,
too."

Baldmo bes t summan<.ed
Brain •
..,. .... -and eMr/IY ,-=.,-<+".

giving ro others. "Tim has a grea
heart He is very con ciemious of
other people and their feelings,'
said Balldino. 'For Tim, actions
speak louder that words."

Get
in t.h e
race.

Study
abroad.

N

I

01

everyone wins the Tour de

France, but you can win

10

life by

making swdy abroad part of your

undergTaduate expenence. Break from the
pack and find new adventures and points of
view. Call us for our 1996-97 progTam catalogs/ Specify Australia, Greece, Great Britain,

Ireland, Austria, Peace Studies or Mexico. We
prov1de a full range of services to get you in
the race

We offer some of the best
benefits in the industry.
Apply in person anytime at

make you want to keep doing
things for others'
Brainard's volunteer experience extends beyond local community involvement. however. It
extends further to issues that
touch us as a nation, such as abortion and congressiona1 policies.
Right to Life, an organization
that "conducts campaigns to raise
money for abortion awareness
(among other thi ngsl," is one way
in which Brainard is hoping to
touch more lives.
Every year the john Carroll
chapter of Right to Life sends representatives to Washington D.C.
for The March for Life.
"I personally have gone for the
past seven years," said Brainard, a
strong advocate of the pro-life
movement.
l n an effort to protest proposed
government cuts in student aid,
Brainard traveled to Columbus,
Ohio last semester to testify before the Ohio Legislature. He represented students who, without
government financial aid, would
be unable to attend college.
Brainard is also active in oncampus organizations and has
gained a great deal of respect from
his fellow peers because of his involvement.
"Tim is very committed and
very ambitious," said Student
Union Vice President Bill Glunz.
Brainard is the chair of thejUSTICEcommittee(JesuitUniversity
and College Students Concerned
with Empowerment).
"Our urpose is to romoteje-.5Uitideali.," Bmi Rll rd rid Tlae)CU
chapter of JUSTICE meets once a
year with representatives £rom the
other 2Bjesuit universities to discuss issues and problems that are
facing students at jesuit schools.

88.7WUJC
397-4438

1.800.755.5607
cea@beaver.edu
http://www. beaver.edu/

Cen1t:r for Educ.auon Abroad
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Junior always willing to help out
Brainard seen everywhere among campus organizations
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Sherry Lucchetti

the betterment of societ y.
Opera tion Focus, a program
With Homecom ing weekend designed to collect and deli ver
jus t one day away, j unio r Tim non- pe rish a ble food items to
Braina rd has his hands full.
needy people in t he Cleveland
As chairma nof the Block Party area, is one way that Brainard, a
committee, Brai nard is b usy tak- Euclid na tive, 1s reaching out to
ing care of last minute detai Is to hiscomm unity. Herecalledatime
ensure th at thi s year's bloc k party when he helped a woma n home
is as successfu l as ever.
with her food as being particu"It has bee n great workingwith larly memora ble.
all the[on-campuslorganizations,"
Brainard also enjoys being insaid Bra ina rd. "T hey have a lot of volved with Habita t for Humangreat ideas."
ity, something he has done for t wo
He added, though, that trying years atJohnCarrollandfouryears
to inform organization members at his high school alma mater, St.
of meetings was d ifficult without Ignatius of Cleveland, Ohio.
Thefocusof
th is organization is to clean
uphomes in t he
Cleveland
c ommunity .
ld
Activities suc h
Megan Ba ino aspain tingand
yard work are
phone directories to get their common for part ici pants of Habiphone numbers.
tat for Humanit y.
In addition to the food booths
Braina rd said that t he owners
and souvenir rents, the block party of the houses are usually not home
will also feature a dunking booth. when the volunteers are there, but
The faculty and administration just knowing that he is helping,
have been asked to volunteer for it ' makes me feel good."
and "I think Fr. Salmi's hopping
"1was carrying in a box of food
in," said Brainard.
and one of the lady's daughters,
Aside from this weekend 's ac- who could only have been +yearstivities, Brainard devotes much of old, ran up to me and gave me a
histimetoorganizationsandcom- hug around my legs,' Brainardexmittees that in some way promote plained. "It's things like that that
Assis tant Features Editor

4 :00pm

• JC U Women's Volleyba ll To ur nam ent
JCU vs. Kenyon College
Shu/a Sports Center

5:30pm

6:30pm

• Blue I Gold Reception
Jardine Room

7:30pm

• Hall of Fame Dinner
Blue I Gold Club will honor 5 inductees
for 1995 and pre sent an Award fo r Lifetime
Achievement in Athletics.
Brad Cantwell '85 . Footba ll
Br ian Clarke '85 . Ba seball
Kevin Hinkel '77. Wrest ling
Traugott "Trag" Keller '55. Basketball
~~
John Magyari '84 , Baseba ll
New Conference Room
~ ~~

• JCU Women 's Volleyball Tournament
JC U vs. Ca'vin Coll ege
Shu/a Sports Ce nter

6:00pm

• '69 Football Team Registration
• National Championship Wrestli ng
Team of '75 Registration
Jardine Room

6:30pm

• Homecoming Rally
Rally for football. vol leyball . soccer. and
cross country :eam. Performances by the
Dance Team. Cheerleaders a~d the Wolf
Mascots. Spirit Competitions between
the residence halls.
Recplex-A trium Steps
Keller Commons
Sl~"l'1JilltJ~Y,

9:00am

S

9:00pm
11 :00 pm

Noon

• JCU Women 's Volleyball Tournamen t
• 1996 Reunion Class Committee Semina r
Classes. 41. '46. ·s1. '56. '61. '66. '71. '76.
'81. '86 . '91
Murphy Room

2:00pm

• Alumni Soccer Game
• Football Team Mass and
pre-game Breakfast

Seni Finals

• Class Agent Workshop

3:30pm

Faculty Dining Room

• Homecoming Block Party

111~1... 1 ...
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BRAD CANTWELL ·as
E1ected September 22. 1995

Football

Two-time ftrst eam AI ·PAC selectton as a fullback. Third team AII-Amencan in 1982. when
he led al Oiviston Ill sophomores ano was ranked
13th avera!. with 993 yards rush 1ng. One of
on,y three playe-s (Carl Taseff and Willie Beers
are the o hers) to lead JCU tn rushing for four
co1secutive years (1981-84). A the time of
h1s graduatton. held school record for career
rush1ng attempts (7€9) and career rece:ltlons
(86). and was ranked th1rd all- tme 1n career
rushmg yards (2.910) and career points scored
(150).

RHA expands campus role
Denise Lash
Staff Reporte r

6 :00pm

Sh u/a Sports Cen t er

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament
F::~als

Belvoir Boulevard w1ll be t he s1te of a gigantic
block party w1th multicolored booths. tents
and entertainment. Student Unio n Organizations will serve the Vittles and potables.
Country Western music prov1@d by "Rebel
Ridge Band . There w111 be line danc1ng 1n
the street. Free L1ne Danc1:19 Lessons will
be prov1ded. and an appearance by JCU wolf
mascots (the real wo lves-Lobo and Lola).

.J(~1J 1~ ••, ....... ~····(~

• JCU vs. Otterbein College Football

• JCU Women 's Volleyball Tournament

St. Francis Chapel

11:00 am

• Resident Hall and
Booth Decoration Judg ing

National Championship Wrestling Tea·m of '75
and '6 9 Ch ampions hip Footba ll Team
int roduced before the ga m e. Ha ll of Fam e
In uc ees. J
ance earn and Homecommg
Kmg and Queen at halftime.
Wasmer Field

Wasm r Fie!

10:15 am

2:-1, I ftft5

All resident halls and homecommg booths
wtll be decorated in the sp1rit of the weekend.
First and seco nd pl ace prizes wi ll be awarded
for the best 1n each category.

JCU vs. College of Mt. St. Joe
Shu!a Sports Center

10:00 am

• Blue/Gold Nightcap
• '69 Football Team
~
• National Championship Wrestling
Team of '75
Blue/Cold Room

l~t••t,l~~llll~ll

• Close Be lvoir Bou levard

Tim Is quick to volunteer and
very giving of himself.

Faculty Dtnmg Room

Belvoir Boulevard

9:30am

• Alumni Soccer Reception

Shu/a Sports Cen ter

• Block Party Ends
Belvotr Bo ulevard

6:30pm

• Student Union Homecoming Dance
Swingos- Piayh ouse Square
·~g

•
•

FootbaiJ Reception and Buffet

Murphy Room
National Championship Team

'75 Reception and Buffet
Faculty Dinmg Room

BRIAN CLARKE '85
Baseball
Elected September 22. 1995
F1rst and only JCI.J baseball 11-Amencar. earning
thtrd team honors on the 1985 Division Ill squad.
Was a secane -::eam AII-Mideast Req 1on PICk as
a jJn1or. anc f1rst team AI -PAC as a 1un 1or and
semor. Graduated with and s:1 11 holds record
for lowest career earned r Jn a·;eraqe. postmg
a 3.20 ERA from 1982-85. Career record of 18·6.
1nc udmg a per~ect 11·0 mark aga1nst PAC opponents. Played or Cleveland College A !·Star tea m
which played USA Olyrrp1c Team on Ju ly 20.
1984. earnmg he save 1n a 1-0 upset
KEVIN HINKEL '77
Wrestling
Elected September 22. 1995
A two-ttme nat tonal qualifier. completed hts career
with a record of 52-17-1. earntng A !-American
honors m 1976 w1th a fifth-place fm1sh at 190
pounds. 52 vic tones were most by a 190-pounde!
and ninth best overall at the t 1me of his graduation. Was a two-t1me PAC champton 11976 and
1977). postmg a 19-1 career record aga1nst conference opponents. Three-ttme Nat1onal Catholic
lnv1tat1onal champton. ear,.,ing Most Valua::Jie
Vres:~er honors of the :ournament 10 1976.

TRAUGOTT "TROG " KELLER ' 55
Basketball
Elenec September 22. 1995
Play-maKing pomt guard for the Blue Streaks 1n
the early 1950's. Three-year letterwmner ar· ~
starter on teams which featured John Carrol s
top po1rt scorer of all time. George Dalton
Althouq r. ass1sts were not recorded dunng Keiler s
playing days. Dalton stated at the conclusion of IS
caree that "Traug should get credit for ar
1easr naif my (2.357) po ts. Started tn f1nal
49 games of his career as the Streaks went
29-20. earnmg victories agatnst St. Bonaventure.
1ona. GeorgetO\·vr. Kent State. ana Seton Hall.
JOHN MAGYAR! '84
Baseball
Elected September 22. 1995
Three-time AII-PAC first ~eam selection over
the course of h1s career ..... ovvest single season
earned run ave rage 1n ..:CU baseball history.
postmg an ERA of 1.90 1n 1982. Owns schoo i
records for ca reer starts (30). career complete
games (25). career wins (19). career 1nnings
p1tched (221) and career strikeouts (200). Holds
the JCU s1ngle season records for complete
games (8) and strikeouts (68 10 1984). Ftrst
JCU baseball payer :o compete at the profes·
stonal !eve . playmg 'N ith Ut1ca of the Class
A' New York-Penr _eague in 984-85.

•

The Residence Hall Association (RHA) launched into its second year last Wednesday.
RHA is an on-campus organization that plans, finances, and
coordinates ac ti vities for the students in the residents halls. RHA
also assi sts the residence hall
counselors and serves as a connection between university offici als and st udents.
RHA started when students
and offic ials got together to organize more acti vities for campus
residents.
Groups have tried to start RH A
several times but were unsuccessful. Past efforts s tarted strong but
then dwindled as the year progressed. This is the firsttime that
RHA has had a consecutive year.
According to Heather Tucker,
Director of RHA and Hall Director of Murphy, this year's success
is due to the training of the club
members who helped out during
Fres hm an Weekend. Tucker says
that a goal for: the members is "trying tomake[RHA] strongand keep
it here forever."

' RHA is a great opportunity for
people who live on campus to get
in volved,' said Tucker. "All the activities are geared for th e students
that are campus residents."
Last year,RHA was responsible
for the Freshman Social, Christmas Carroll Eve, Wint er Fest, and
karaoke.
This yea r they are organizing a
decorating con test and a movie
nightforhomecoming. Themembers are also participating in the
Aids Walk
jeff Becherer, the Vice President
of RHA , encourages students to
join. "lf a nyone is•looking to have
fun and get more involved wit h
frie nds and activiti es at joh n Carroll, then RHA is what you are
looki ng for," says Becherer.
In order to ga in m ore input
from the students, they are going
to distribute surveys, as well as
have meet ings to ensure that their
activities are ones that most of the
student body will enjoy:
The meetings for RHA are every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. It is
open to all cam pus residents. Signs
in the atrium will indicate times
a nd locations.

~I
Full/part-time
opportunities.
Flexible
schedule.

2101 Richmond Rd.
464--6333

Brainard credits his love of books to not having a TV as a child.
"Tim is very insightful He is
alwaysquicktovolunteer his time
and is very gi vin g of himself," said
Megan Baldino, who works on the
JUSTICE comm ittee
with
Bra inard.
Brainard is also the chair of the
elections comm ittee, w hich organizes on-cam pus elec tions and
ha ndles the tall ying of ballots.
Glunz, who works with Bra inard
on the elections comm ittee, said
that Brainard is always willing ro
help out.
"He's always looki ng fo r ways
to get better and do better," Glunz
sa id.
Fam ily life has had a tremendous influen ce on Brai nard 's personality. He comes from a family
of six children of which he is the
second youn ges t and c ite d a
unique reaso n for the close ness he
shares wi th his sibli ngs.
"We didn't have a television set
untillwaslO. Myparentsbel1eved
in readmg, a lot and 1ayin out
aQ• h binkQQtbalWISW.vWorl
helped us to be a lot closer of a
fami ly because we spent so m uch
time together."
Brainard, who someday wa nts
to teach English a t the high school

I

level, said that the years he s pent
reading instead of wa tc hing television fostered a love of li terature
for him.
"I love to read because lthin l< 1t
teaches us about other cultures
and about what was goi ng on at
different ti mes; he sa id.
Besides read ing, Brai nard also
enjoys athletics. He went to 30
Ind ia ns games before the str ike
last season. "I love base ba ll and I
love to play basketball," he said.
Bra inard refers to himself as
"ubiquitous" because he seems to
beeveryw herea ll t he time. Glu nz
a lso expla ined t his phenomena,
"He is very friend Iy and very ta lkative."
Braina rd is plan ning to continue hiscampusand com munity
involvement while atjCU.
As for h is plans af ter grad uation, Brainard said, "I hope ro be
teaching and have a wi fe and kids,
too."

Bald1no best summa1 i.teti
Br
and enersy for
~-~-·
giving to others. "Tim has a great
heart He is very conscientious of
other people and their feelings,"
said Balldino. 'For Tim, actions
speak louder that words."

Get
in t.h e
race.

Study
abroad.

N

ot everyone wins the Tour de
France, but you can win m life by
making study abroad pan of you r

undergraduate experience. Break from the
pack and find new adventures and points of
view. Call us for our 1996-97 program catalogs/ Specify Austra lia, Greece, Great Britain,
Ireland, Austna, Peace Studies or Mex ico. We
provtdc a full range of se rvices to get you 10
the race

We offer some of the best
benefits in the industry.
Apply in person anytime at

make you want to keep doi ng
things fo r others."
Brainard's volun teer expe rience extends beyond local community involvement, however. It
exte nds further to issues that
touch us as a rration, such as abortion and congressiona 1policies.
Right to Life, an orgamzation
that "conducts campaig ns to raise
money for abortion awa reness
(a mong other thi ngs)," is o ne way
in wh ich Brainard is hoping to
touch m ore lives.
Every yea r the Joh n Carroll
chapter of Right to Life se nds representatives to Washington D.C.
for The March for Life.
"I personally have gone for t he
past seven years." said Brainard, a
strong advocate of the pro-life
movement.
In an effort to p rotest proposed
government cuts in student aid,
Brai nard traveled to Columbus,
Ohio last semester to testify before the Ohio Legislature. He represen ted students who, without
government financial aid, would
be unable to a ttend college.
Brainard is also active in oncampus organizations and has
gained a great deal of respect from
his fellow peers because of h is involvement.
"Tim is very comm itted and
ver y amb itious," sai d Stude nt
Union Vice Presi dent Bill Glunz.
Brainard is thechair of theJUSTlCEcommittee (Jesuit University
and College Stude n ts Concerned
with Empowerment).
"Our purpose is to romot Je.sui,idea.l&," &aiRa-dvW I'la~C U
chapter of JUST!CE meets once a
year with represe nta tives£ rom the
other 28jesuit universities to d iscuss issues and problems that are
facing students atjesuit schools.

88.7WUJC
397-4438

1.800. 755.5607
cea@beaver.edu
http://www. beaver.edu/

Ctrut r for Educomon Abroad

~~ES
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Left handers must leam to
live in right handed world
Sherry Lucchetti

ink smudges
What about driving a car!
There's a good one. Just let me
throw thts out to you- igniti on,
gear shif t,dash board controls. A11
are on the right What's a lefty to
do?
Andgoingouttodinneralways
causes some confusion. We lefties
know that we better grab an end
seat or be prepared ro eat with our
arms glued to our sides, so as not
to bump elbows with our right
handed companion s.
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Prelude to a Kiss opens JCU's theatre season Sept. 28

new tune

Lanl Asslly
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Director of Music Janes Kotora
"This will appeal to the students because there will be more
pop music involved with ~he regular classical types," Kotora said.
"1 envision us doing a mix of
music," Kotora sa id. "It's a little
more theatrical." More important! y, however, is providing more
choir opportunities and expanding the offerings, he added.
Kotora personally invited the
students to participate in choir by
calling the members this summer
to introduce himself.
"I want tobeaccessi ble,"hesaid.
"I want to be someone who can
relate well to the students."
Student response has been
positive, Katora said.
"The students have made me
feel very comfortable," he said.
"They seem very friendly and
kind . lam enjoying it."
Kotorasaid that he has not experienced any problems with his
new position yet.
"The roughest part about it is
that it is tough working around all
of thestudems' schedules," he said.
"Other than that, there has been
no other drawbacks."

Imagine a kiss that changes the
course of your life. You are transformed into someone else, someone you never thought you would
become. This is no ordinary kiss.
This is a Pre! ude to a Kiss.
Directing the play is Martin
Friedm an, a John Carroll University theatre and communications
professor who has been teaching
at JCU for four years. He has directed a total of about40 community, college and professional
plays, with Prelude to a Kiss being
his first production at Carroll.
The play revolves around two
attractive people who spend their
lives forming unions with their
family, friends and co-workers, in
an effort to avoid loneliness. When
they fi nd each other, they find
hope. But they also find out that
beauty is only skin deep.
"Looks aren't the whole dea l," Mitchell Fields, Bob Attenweiler and Christine Castro star in
said Friedman during a recent in- Prelude to a Kiss debuts in Marinello Little Theater Sept. 28.
terview. "When push comes to mances during Parents' Weekend. She is afraid of life until h er wedshove, it's the soul that counts."
"The scene is not salacious or dirty, ding day when she's somehow
This universal theme in Pre- the central theme is morality and transformed into someone else.
lude to a Kiss is just one reason he pure love," Friedman said.
The th ird main character, the
chose to direct and produce this
As they say, the show must go Old Man, makes this play stand
play, considering the movie wasn't on. However, the director is cur- out from other college perforsuch a box-office hit.
rentlyfacinganewchallenge. The mances because the role is being
"It failed as a movie because it's cast and crew of Prelude only had played by an older man and not a
about people and relationships,
student. The professional equity
not physical action," Friedman
actor playing this part is Mitchell
said. "Theatre is different because
Fields, who was Friedman's theit's live and dangerous. You never
atre and film teacher in high
know what can happen next."
school, but is now retired from
And what happens next for the
teaching.
director, as well as the whole cast
"Ihiredhimfortworeasons. He
is not only a terrific actor, b ut he
andtechnicalcrew,mayposequite
a challenge. The production will
shares his process of developing
his role as an actor with other actake place in two theatres, starting
tors,"Friedmancontinued. "It also
in the Marinello Little Theatre for
Martin Friedman looks
more realistic to have an
students on Sept. 28, 29 and 30;
older person play the part rather
and Oct. 5, 6 and 7 at 8 p.m. It will
· then move to Kulas Auditorium three-and-a-haU weeks to prepare than a student."
for Parents' Weekend on Oct. 20 and rehearse (at press time), but
Also included in the cast are
John Kovatch, cast as Peter, re- the main characters' rela rives and 21 at 8 p.m.
Dorothy
(Rebecca
Switching theatres is not an cently resigned due to medical rea- Aunt
easy task, according to Friedman. sons. Peter, a straightforward, liv- Biddiscombe), Uncle Fred (BenJames Beck, the technicaL set and ing-on-the-edge type of guy, and jamin Kuhlman), Dr. Boyle (Neil
lighting director, built one set es- a central character, is now being • Ryan), Mrs. Boyle (Tricia Bestic)
peciall ydesigned for the Marinello played by Bob Attenweiler.
and Leah (Anne Ordway); along
'Bottom line is that john gets with Peter's friend Taylor Oohn
theatre, which sea ts about 100
people, compared to Kulas, which better,'Friedmansaid. 'No produc- Dugan) and a Minister (Kelly E.
tion is worth risking John's long- Dick).
seats around 1,000 people.
The decision to switch theatres term health.' He added that recastThe play itself combines
was finalized, unlike one issue ing the role wasn't a problem; younger and older actors alike;
that's raised eyebrows. It took a Attenweiler was already playing thus,itcanrelatetobotha younger
great deal of consideration on a smaller role.
andolderaudience. Friedman said
Friedman's part deciding whether
Rita, another lead character, is that he's directing this play to put
to censor a particular scene per- being played by sophomore Chris- something good on stage. ."If it's
taining to sex. But the decision was tine Castro. Rita is a young, physi- good, everyone takes credit. If it's
madetocensorthatscene only for cal! y attractive socialist with in- bad , it's the director's fault,"
the Kulas Auditorium perfor- somnia, who bartendsfor a living. Friedman added.

uwhenpush

comes to shove,

It's the soul that

counts."

When the

Check from
Dad is a little
late-Call your Papa!

O'Rielly's
15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sundays
20% discount on all food to all Carroll students,
faculty, and staff

Servicing John Carroll:

Guiness, Murphy,s, Harp, Double Diamond,
Woodpecker, and Whatneys by the pint and 1/2
pint

-1982
Free Delivery
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'You 1nust remember this•••'
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the "unique stresses and accidental hazards that come with living Megan Ross
On the first day of classes this
m a world destgned for righties." Staff Reporter
semester something really wonA multitude of new musical
But there are some advantages to
derful happened to me. I could
bemg a lefty. For instance, being voices is beginning to fill the halls
never have guessed thatsomething
left handed in sports like tennis of the Recplex as James Kotora
like this would make me feel so
and boxing tends to throw off your stepsintothepositionof]ohnCargood. Curious? A left handed deskl
opponents' timing. And the left I roll Umversity's new Director of
That was tt. Plain and simple.
handed baseball player has long Music.
You see as a lef ty,l have come 10
enjoyed many advantages on the
Earning both his bachelor's and
accept afternoon backaches that
field due to the ph ysicallayout of master's degree from Bowling
result from twlsting my body m
the diamond
Green State University, Kotora is
one of the many desks designed
Some people have capitalized now workmg towards his Ph.D. at
for right handed people. A full day
on the problems of lefties byopen- Case Western Reserve Umversity,
of classes is not only
mg sLOres with prod - majoring in music education. He
mentally taxing for
ucts designed spe- is teaching a music appreciation
me but also physicifically
for left class at Case as well as serving as
Ben Franklin
Phil Collins
cally draining.
handed people. For the music director here at john
Cary Grant
Whoopi Goldberg
So there it was-my
example, watch how Carroll.
Pablo Picasso
Robert Redford
left handed desk. I
a left handed person
The university's goal was not
Charlie Chaplm
Tom Cruise
spotted itthesecond I
flips
through
a
only
to hire someone who was
Albert Einstei n
Leonardo Da Vinci
walked in the door
magazine. It may competent but also who could
Judy Garland
Bill Clinton
and it was like a ray of
seem backwards to make the choir professional yet
sunshme to me. I am
all you righ ties but fun, Rev Richard P.Salmi,SJ. said.
hoarding that desk
to us lefties it is per- He also cited Kotara's enthusiasm
now but I usually have to drag it
How about using a computer? fectly normal. The left handed as the deciding factor.
from the corner of the room. Some The mouse is almost always on store would have magazines that
"Jim Kotora's enthustasm was
righty (my affectionate term for the right. Fortunately, Microsoft put the table of contents in the the standout on his application,"
right handed people) probably Corp. has developed what they call back/front (dependi ng on which Salmi said. "With that, he'll be
didn't want to twist in his or her the "perfect mouse." It is supposed hand is your dominate) and let able to generate eagerness to parcha ir 10 take notes.
to accommodate the left handed you take it from there.
ticipate, and .that will hopefully
ButdesksarenOlall that trouble person. One good thing about
Being left handed has taught build up the n umbers [of the
lefties. What about mechanical computers though is that the left me adaptability (especially in choir]."
pencil sharpeners or spiral note- hand makes60 percemof all typ- politics, where everything is movAs of now, there are approxibooks. Sptral notebooks, you ask? ing strokes so keyboards are ing to the right) but I'm still smil- mately60studentsinvolved with
Put it thts way -tf the metal could friendly to lefties.
ing over my left handed desk. And the choir. Some students use it as
have left any more of an imprint
There is also a scientific study I guess th at there is a part of me credit while others participate in
in the side of myhandlcould have byDr.StanleyCoren from the Uni- that will a! ways seek revenge and it as an extra-curri cular activity.
been scarred for hfe. Not to men- versity of British Columbia that comfort in thesaying, "Left handed
Kotara's plans include starting
tion the countless number of shirt says lef tics have a shorter lifespan people are the only people in their a show choir, which will involve
sleeves that have been stained from tha n righties which is related to right mind!"
costumes and dancing.
Assistant Features Editor

ENTERTAJttWENJ
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Rolling Rock Draft Specials!
11 am. -2 am.-lunch and dinner

kitchen closes at 11 pm.
free parking at rear of building
321-9356

Art
Natun:scape: Photographic Essay Ill, a 21-ptece exhibition
featunng the works of Shaker Heights resident Fran Bayless, is on
displaythroughJan. 22,1996at The Cleveland Museum of Natural
History The exhibition consists of animal and natural landscape
images from around the world. Admiss1on is free with museum
admission ($6 for adults; $4 for college students with IDs). Call
231-4600 for more information.

Film
New Line Cinema presents the psychological murder mystery
Seven, star ring Academy Award-nominee Morgan Freeman (The
Shawshank Redemption), Brad Pitt (Legends of the Fall) and
Gwyneth Paltrow(Moonlight& Valentino) The film, directed by
David Fincher, opens tomorrow (Friday, Sept. 22). Check local
listings for theatres and showtimes.

Music
john Carroll University welcomes organist Stanislas
Deriemaeker, head of the organ department at the Royal ConservatoryinAntwerp, Wednesday,Sept.27 at8 p.m. injCU's aint
Francis Chapel. The performance, featuring the music of Spain,
the Netherlands andj.S. Bach, is free and open to the pubhc. Call
397-4717 for more information.

Theatre
John Carroll Univers1ty's Commumcauons Department presents Craig Lucas' Prelud e to a Ki ss, ope ning l"hursday. Sept. 28
at 8 p.m. in arinell Lmle Th tr
cp\cx). 1 he p\a ,1.hrc~tc
by theatre and communications professor Martin Friedman,
focuses on a couple (played by Christine Castro and Bob
Attenweiler)whosemarriage ts not quite as it seems. The produc·
tion alsorunsSept.29and 30;0ct. 5,6and 7 in Marinello; and Ocr
20,21 in Kulas Auditorium. Tickets are on sale for$4 in advance
and $5 at the door. Call397-4428 for more information.
Dobama's Night Kitchen, a new series of late-night, experimental performance projects, presents Bummer through Oct.l4
at Dobama Theatre (1846 Coventry Rd.). Bummer, an original
production focusing on growing up in Cleveland in the early '8 0s,
features six area performers includingJCU students- junior/
English major Trishalana Kopaitich and Sarah Morton, who
is currently pursuing an MAin English. Admission is $3 at the
door (no reservations). Bummer runs Friday and Saturday evenings at 11 p.m . Call 382-2992 for further information

Attention Freshmen ard
Sophomores
'Wieet Your Major Programs"
Date
Wed.Oct18
Tues.Oct24

Time
7:00
4:00

Place
Murphy Room
8304

Tues. Oct.17
Tues. Oct. 24
Tues.Oct.3
Wed.Oct.4

7:00
7:00
7:00
4:05

SC167
SC167
TV Studio
AD258

Wed.Oct.11
Tues. Oct .17

7:30
7:00

WuphyRoom
O'dea#2

Wed.Nov.B
Tues. Oct .10
Wed.Oct25
Wed.Oct.25

7:00
7:00
7:00
4:30

Pres.Dn.Rm
Pres.Dn.Rm
Pres.Dn.Rm
Pres.On.Rm

4:30
7:00
4:30
300
7:00
3:30

PoSe Office
WuphyRoom
SC255Rm
R.ConfRm
RLDept
Soc. Dept

TBA
Wed. Sept. 27
Tues. Oct.17
Wed.Oct.25
Thur.Nov. 7
Mon.Oct30
Wed.Nov.1
TBA
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Left handers must leam to
live in right handed wor d
Sherry Lucchetti

ink smudges.
the "umque stresses and accidenAssistant Features Editor
Wha t abou t drivmg a car! ta l haza rds tha t come with hving
On the fi rst day of classes this There's a good one. just let me in a world designed for righties."
semester somethmg really won- throw this out to you- ig nition, But there are some ad vantages to
derful happened to me. I could gear shift,dash board cont rols. All bei ng a le ft y. For instance, being
never have guessed thatsomething are on the right Wha t's a lefty to left ha nded in sports like tennis
like this would make me feel so do?
and boxing tends tothrowoff your
good. Curious? A left handed desk•
And goingouuod1nneralways opponents' timing. And the left
That was 1t. Plain and simple.
causes someconfus ion. We lefties handed baseball player has long
You see as a lefty,I have come to know tha t we better grab an end enjoyed many advantages on the
accept afternoon backaches that seat or be prepared to eat with our field due to the physica l layout of
result from tWISting my body m arms glued to our sides, so as not th e d iamond
one of the ma ny desks designed to bump elbows with our right
Some people have capi talized
for right handed people A full day handed companions.
on the problems of lefties byopenof classes is not only
ing stores with prodmentally taxing for
ucts designed speme but also physi cifically for left
Ben Franklin
Phil Collins
call y draming.
handed peo ple. For
Cary Gra nl
Wh oopi Goldbe rg
So thereitwas-my
example, watch how
Pa bl o PicaRso
Robert Redford
left handed desk. I
a left hand ed person
Charli e Chapl in
Tom Cruise
spotted it the second l
flips
t hrough a
Al bert Ei ns tein
Leonardo DaVinci
walked in the door
magazine. It may
Judy Garland
Bill Cli nlon
and It was like a ray of
seem backwards to
sunshine to me. I am
all you righties but
hoarding that desk
to us lefties i t is pernow but I usually have to drag it
How about using a computer? fectly nor mal. The left handed
from thecornerof theroom. Some The mouse is almost always on store would have magazi nes that
righty (my affectionate term for the right. Fortun ately, Microsoft put the table of contents in the
right handed people) probably Corp. has developed what they call back/front (depending on which
d idn't want to twist in his or her the "perfect mouse." It is supposed hand is your dominate) and let
chair to take notes.
to accommodate the left handed you take it from there.
But desks are not all that trouble person. One good thing about
Being left handed has taught
lefties. What about mechanical computers though is that the left me adaptability (especially in
pencil sharpeners or spiral note- hand makes 60 percent of all typ- politics, w here everything is movbooks. Sp1ral notebooks, you ask? ing strokes so keyboards are ing to the right) but l'mstillsmilPut itt his way- if the metal could friendly to lefties.
ingover my left handed desk. And
have left any more of an imprint
There is also a scientific study I guess that there is a pan of me
in the side of myhandl could have byDr.StanleyCorenfrom the Uni- that will always seek revenge and
been scarred for li fe. Not to men - versity of British Columbia that comfort in thesaying,"Left handed
tion the countless number of shm says lefties have a shorter lifespan people are the only people in t heir
sleeves that have been stained from than righties which is rela ted to right min d!"
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new tune
Meg an Ross
Staff Reporter
A multitude of new mus ical
voices is begmning to fill the halls
of the Recplex as James Kotora
steps into the position ofJoh nCarroll University's new Director of
Music.
Earning both his bachelor's and Director of Music James Kotara
master's degree from Bowl ing
"This will appeal to the stuGreen State University, Kotora is dents because there will be more
now worki ng towards his Ph.D. at pop music involved with the reguCase Western Reserve University, lar classical types," Kotora said.
majoring in music education. He
"I envision us doing a mix of
is teaching a m usic appreciation music," Kotora said. "It's a little
class at Case as well as serving as more theatr ical." More importhe music director here at john tant! y, however, is providing more
Carroll.
choir opportunities and expandThe university's goal was not ing the offerings, he added.
only to hi re someone who was
Kotora personally invited the
competent but also who could students to participate in choir by
make the choi r professional yet ca ll ing t he members this s urn mer
fun , Rev. Richard P. Salmi,SJ. said. to introduce himself.
He also cited Kotora'se nthusiasm
"I wa nt to be accessible,"hesaid.
as the decid ing factor.
"l want to be someone who can
"j im Kotora's enthusiasm was relate well to the students."
the standout o n his application,"
Student response has been
Sal mi said. "With that, he'll be positive, Katora said.
able to generate eagerness to par"The students have made me
ticipate, and .that will hopefully feel very comfortable," he sa id.
build up the numbers lof the "They seem very frie nd ly and
choir]."
ki nd. I a m e njoying it."
As of now, there are approxiKotora said that he has not exmately 60studenrs involved wit h perienced any p roblems with his
the choir. Some students use it as new position yet.
credit while others participate in
"The roughest part about it is
it as an extra-curricular activity.
that it is tough working aro und a ll
Kotora's plans include starting of thestudents'sched ules," hesaid.
a show choi r, w hich w ill involve "Other than that, there has been
costumes and dancing.
no other drawbacks."
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'You 1nust remember this•••'
Prelude to a Kiss opens JCU's theatre season Sept. 28
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Imagmea kiss that changes the
course of your life. You are transformed into someone else, someone you never thought you would
become. This is no ordinary kiss.
This is a Prelude to a Kiss.
Directing the play is Martin
Friedman, a john Carroll University theatre and communications
professor who has been teaching
at JCU for four years. He has directed a total of about 40 community, college a nd professional
plays, with Prelude to a Kiss being
his fi rst productio n at Carroll.
The play revolves around two
attractive people w ho spend their
lives forming unions with their
family, frie nds a nd co-workers, in
an effort to avoid loneliness. When
t hey find eac h other, they find
hope. But they also find out that
beauty is only skin deep.
"Looks aren't the whole deal,"
said Fried ma ndu ringa recent interview. "When push co mes to
shove, it's the soul that cou nts."
This universal theme in Prelude to a Kiss is just one reason he
chose to di rect a nd prod uce this
play,consideringthemoviewasn't
such a box-office hi t.
"It failed as a movie because it's
about people and rela tionshi ps,
not ph ysical action ," Friedman
said. "Theatre is diffe rent beca use
it's live and dangerous. You never
know what can happen next."
And whathappensnextforthe
director, as well as the w hole cast
and technical crew, may pose quite
a challenge. The production will
rake place in twothea tres,s tarting
in the Marinello Li ttle Theat re for
students on Sept. 28, 29 and 30;
and Oct. 5, 6 and 7 at 8 p.m. It will
· then move to Kulas Audi torium
fo r Parents' Weekend on Oct. 20
and 21 a t 8 p.m.
Switching theatres is not an
easy task , according to Fr iedman.
j a mes Beck, the technical, set and
lighting director, built one set especially designed fort he Marinello
theatre, which sea ts abou t 100
people, compared to Kulas, wh ich
seats around 1,000 people.
The decision to switch theatres
was finali zed, unlik e one issue
that's raised eyebrows. It took a
great deal of con sideration on
Friedman'spart decid ing whether
to ce nsor a particular scene pertaining to sex. But thedecision was
madeto censorthat scene only for
the Kula s Auditorium per for-
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'
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Art
Naturescape: Phowgraphic Essay Ill, a 21-p1ece exhibmon
featuring the works of Shaker He•ghts resident Fran Bayless, is on
display throughJan.22, l996atTheCleveland Museum of Nat ural
History. TheeKhibition consists of animal and naturallandscape
images from around the world. Admission is free with museum
admission ($6 for adults; $4 for college students with lDs) Call
231-4600 for more information.

Film

Mitchell Fields, Bob Attenweiler and Christine Castro st ar in
Prelude to a Kiss debuts in Marinello Little Theater Sept. 28.
ma nces during Parents' Weeken d.
"The scene is not salacious or di rty,
the central theme is morality and
pure love," Fried man said.
As th ey say; the show must go
on. However, the d irec tor is currently facinganewchallenge. The
cast and crew of Prelude only had

uwhenpush
comes to shove,
It's the soul that
counts."
Martin Friedman
three-and-a-half weeks to prepare
and rehearse (at press time), but
j oh n Kovatch, cas t as Peter, rece ntly resigned due to medical reasons. Peter, a straightforward, living-on-the-edge type of guy, and
a central character, is now being
played by Bob Atte nwe iler.
' Botto m line is tha t j ohn gets
better,' Friedman said. 'No production is worth risking john's longterm health.' He added that recasting the role wasn't a problem :
Attenweiler was already playing
a smaller role.
Rita, another lead character, is
being played bysophomoreChristi neCastro. Rita is a young, physically attractive socialist with insomnia, who bartends for a living.

She is afraid of life until her wedd ing day when she's somehow
transformed into someone else.
The third main character, the
Old Man, makes this play stand
out from other college performances because the role is being
played by an older man and not a
student. The professional equity
actor playing this part is Mitchell
Fields, who was Friedman's theatre and fi lm t eacher in high
school, but is now retired from
teaching.
"I hired him fortwo reasons. He
is n ot only a terrific actor, but he
shares his process of develop ing
his role as an actor with other actors,"Friedman continued. "It also
looks more rea li stic to have an
older person play the part ra ther
than a student."
Also included in the cast are
the main characters' relatives Aunt
Do roth y
(Rebecca
Biddiscombe), Uncle Fred (Benjamin Kuhlman ), Dr. Boyle (Neil
• Ryan), Mrs. Boyle (Tricia Bestic)
and Leah (Anne Ordway): along
with Pete r's friend Taylor (john
Dugan) and a Minister (Kelly E.
Dick)
The play itself combines
younger and older actors alike:
thus,itcanrelate to both a younger
and older audience. Friedman said
that he's directing this play to put
something good on stage .."If it's
good, everyone takes credit. If it's
bad, it's the director's fault,"
Friedman added.

ORielly's
15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sundays
20% discount on all food to all Carroll students,
faculty, and staff

Servicing John Carroll:

9

Guiness, Murphy;s, Harp, Double Diamond,
Woodpecker, andWhatney's by the pint and 1/2
pint

Rolling Rock Draft Speclalsl
11 am. -2 am.- lunch and dinner

kitchen closes at 11 pm.
free parking at rear of building
321-9356

New Li ne Cinema presents the psychologicat murder mystery
Se ven, starring Academy Award-nominee Morgan Freeman (The
Shawshank Rede mptio n), Brad Pitt (Legends of the: Fall) and
Gwyneth Paltrow(Moo nlight& Valentino). The film, dire ted by
David Fincher, opens tomorrow {Friday, Sept. 22). Check local
listings for t heatres and s howtimes.

Music
John Carroll Un iversity welcomes organist Sta n is las
Deriemae k er, head of the organ department at the Royal ConservaroryinAntwerp, Wednesday,Sept.27 at 8 p.m inJCU' Samt
Francis Chapel. The performance, featuring the m.usic of Spain,
the Netherlands andj.S. Bach, is free and open to the public. Ca II
397-4717 for more information.

Theatre
John Carroll Un iversity's Communica tions Department presents Craig Lucas' Prelu d t: to a K i s,opening Thursday,Sept. 28
at Bp.m. in Marmello ltl e fh aLre ec. ex). Lhe play, lhrec.tc
by th atre and communications professor Mar ri n Fried ma n,
focuses on a co uple (played by Christ ine Castro a nd Bob
Atten weiler) whose marriage is not quite as it seems The production also runs Sept.29and 30;0ct. 5,6and 7 in Marinello: ~nd Oct
20, 21 in Kulas Auditorium. Tickets are on sale for $4 in advance
and $5 at the door. Call 397-4428 for more information.
Doba ma's Night Kitchen, a new series of late-night, experimental performance projects, presents Bummer through Oct. l4
at Dobama T hea tre (1846 Coventry Rd.). Bummer, an original
production focusing on growing upinCleveland in the ea rly'80s,
fea tures six a rea performers including JCU students - junior/
English major Trishalana Kopaitic h and Sarah Morton, who
is c urre ntly pursuing an MAin English. Admission is $3 a t the
door (no reservations). Bummer runs Friday and Saturday evenings a t ll p.m. Call382-2992 for fur ther information

Attention Freshmen and
Sophomores
''Meet Your Major Programs"
Date
Wed. Oct18
Tues. Oct. 24

Time
700
4:00

Place
MJrphyRoom
8304

Tues. Oct.17
Tues. Oct. 24
Tues.Oct.3
Wed.Oct4

700
700
700
4:05

SC167
SC167
TV Studio
AD258

Wed.Oct.11
Tues. Oct .17

7:30
700

Murphy Room
O'dea#2

Wed.Nov.8
Tues. Oct .10
Wed.Oct25
Wed.Oct25

700
7:00
7:00
4:30

Pres.Dn.Rm
Pres.Dn.Rm
Pres.Dn.Rm
Pres.Dn.Rm

4:30
700
4:30
3:00
700
3:30

PoSe Office
Murphy Room
SC255Rm
PLConfRm

TBA
Wed. Sept. 27
Tues. Oct.17
Wed.Oct.25
Thur.Nov. 7
Mon.Oct30
Wed.Nov.1
TBA

R.Dept
Soc. Dept
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Hackers' crime
is mediocrity

Women's soccer loses heartbreaker in overtime, 4-2

Sam Sublty

Michael Ziccardi

Assistant Entertainment Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

the financial world reeling by
crashing 1,507 computers on Wall
I have this theory that the in- Street.
verse square law explains the relaThe scenario advances the
tion between a movie's worth and question which is then pursued
the audience reaction. The two by director lain Soft ley throughextremes are similar.
out the movie. How safe is a world
If the movie is great, then the where a kid can stall the economy
audience leaves the theatre laugh- from his bedroom?
ing and discussing favori tescenes.
Soon it is seven years later and
If it stinks, then the audience still Dade's probation is up. Dade and
leaves laughing. Except this time his mother are on their way to New
it'sathowcrazytheyweretowaste York City where his mother has
their ume when they could have landed a job, after a long messy
gotten a large order of onion rings separation from Dade's father.
Adding to his problems, Dade
and watched reruns of "Hee Haw"
in the privacy of their own homes. faces the adjustment of attending
Then alongcomesa movie like a new school for his senior year.
Hackers that does not fit into ei- His first acqua intance is fellow
Copyrig}\1 109') Un!ttd AnA PkEUret. Inc..
ther of these categories. The audi- computer genius Kate Libby
ence leaves in a subdued manner (Angelina Jolie), whose internet Jomy Lee Miller, playing computer genius Dade Murphy, and Angelina Jolie, in the role of fellow
Everyone is left strangely mute, handle is Acid Burn. She does not hacker Kate Libby, team up in Hackers to discover the perpetrator of the Da Vinci virus.
trying to decide whether they waste any time before initiating
liked the movie. The quiet seems him. He falls for the old "pool on into the mess when a mutual The toughest part toswallowis that advice and remained calm.
to shout, "Eh... two, maybe two- the roof" trick, ending up locked friend, Joey (Jesse Bradford), Dade at age 11 was capable of so
Despite all that I have said
and-a-half stars.•
on the school roof with a handful breaks into a computer system much mischief. Maybe just as dif- about Hackers, the film does have
Hackers, the latest arrival from of freshmen .
and copies some sensitive files.
ficult to understand is that this its moments. The sequence where
United Artists Pictures, begins
Bur Dade gets his revenge.
Soon Agent Dick Gill (Fisher computer genius actually has to Dade and Kat€ compete to play
with a SWAT team raid on a quiet
Dade and Kate take every op- Stevens), the Secret Service agent hunt and peck. lguess he just didn't the best prank on Agent Gill is
suburban home. In thenextscene, portunity they can to antagonize in charge of busting hackers, lit- spend enough hours on that old wonderfuL This sense of humor
a judge pronounces a punishment each other, although their sleep is erally bursts into Joey's life. Gill video game where the only way to and some of the special effects, at
of seven years probation from the filled with erotic dreams about the arrests joey under the charge of save the earth from destruction by the very least keep the pace going
use of even as much as a Touch - other. Eventually they unite for a creating the Da Vinci virus and space aliens is to type "asdf;l kj" over strong.
Tone phone. The camera pans common cause.
barshimfromallcomputers. !tis and over.
As a final note, something
Someone has created a bug up to Dade and Kate to decipher
down to a sinister computer masEven the villains are a little should be said for Softley's fretermind,ZeroCool Meet ll-year- called the Da Vinci virus that in- Joey's disk and find the real mas- corny. The movie's nemesis, who quentcommentson the rtewworld
old Dade Murphy (Jonny Lee fects the navigational systems of termind.
likes to be called "Plague" (Fisher we swiftly find ourselves booting
Miller), whose sheer brain power oil rigs so that they will tip- unOne of the main problems Stevens), does not quite incite the into. ThedangersarereaL The age
could bury Doogie Howser in a less $25 million is promptly paid. with Hackers is that it is hard to fearof,say,aDarth Vader. Butthat ahead of usisonein which gender
nanosecond. His crime is sending The pair of rival hackers is pulled tell whether to take it seriously. could just be the fact that he rides and race are not an issue because
intothemovieonaskateboard,say- everyone will be a nameless blip
ing,"Neverfear, lis here." !took his on the internet.

Dandelion: A weed
by any other name...
Brian Sparks
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lacks substance and originality.
There are a couple of good tracks,
A couple of years ago, Philadel- bur they are few and far between.
•phia band Dandelion had a song
Dyslexicon presents a couple
featured on the Brainscan (a vir- of glaring problems. First, it gets
tual reality film that bombed at repetitive after a while. This may
the box office) soundtrack called be true of some other, more suc"Under My Skin." Remembering cessful bands as well, but most of
how much I liked that particular those bands are able to mix things
song; I eagerly anticipated up just enough to avoid repetition.
Dandelion's
new
release, In addition. lead singer Kevin
Dyslexicon. As it turned out, I Morpurgo's voice is just plain borwould be more disappointed than ing. He sings with almost no emoimpressed.
tion.
Ever since grunge became popuBasically, the CD needs to be
lar a few years ago, a lot of bands more original and interesting.
have tried to copy the sounds of Morpurgo and band members,
Pearl Jam, Nirvana and other Carl Hinds (guitar), Mike
"founders" of grunge. Some have Morpurgo (bass) and Dante
Cimino (drums),
could have succeeded if they had
Dandelion attempt to
maintained their earcopy other grunge bands, lier sound, which can
best be described as
sort
of hard pop with
and the result Is a CD
less feed back.
And if they
that lacks substance and wanted
to try a different approach, they
originality.
- could have tried a
new hard rock sound,
been successful while others have for instance. But instead, they rejust come off as imitations, and the sorted to the typical grunge forlatter is true of Dyslexicon(Colum- mula.
bia/R uffhouse Records), produced
There are a couple of good moby Phil Nicolo (Urge Overkill, Ur- ments, however. The first single,
ban Dance Squad).
"Weird Out," has a very catchy
Rather than trying to create a rhythm, and the same applies to
new twist on the typical grunge "SupercooL"
scene or continuing with their
A few other tracks on
older, more solid material, Dande- Dyslexicon begin sounding almost
lion attempt to copy other grunge punk rock, but unfortunately they
bands, and the result is a CD that don't stay that way. ·
Staff Reporter
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Senior forward Thea Cansler fights for the ball with an
LU1identified Ohio Northem player last Saturday at Wasmer Field.

This past weekend the John
Carroll University women's soccer team took a hard fought battle
into overtime against Ohio Northern, coming upon the short end of
a 4-2 defeat.
The Blue Streaks got out of the
gates quickly, taking a l-0 lead
thanks to a goal by senior forward
Molly Burke. The Polar &ars returned fire. scoring two goals to
take a 2-1 advantage over JCU.
Blue Streak sophomore Shannon Sullivan scored on a head ball
off of a cornerkick to tie the game
at 2-2 just before the half. Freshman midfielder Jeni Sunderhaus
assisted Sullivan's goal
Neither team was able to score
in the second hall. Unfortunately
for the Blue Streaks, the final overtimescoredid not depict the closeness of the battle, as Ohio Northern scored two unanswered goals

Hard work paying off for Blue
Streak women's cross country
Dale Ruasell

said. "Next week we'll have to do it again at
Notre Dame [the National Catholic InvitaAccording to Coach Grove jewett, hard tional]."
Sophomore Penny Roxas, who came in
work is paying off for John Carroll
University's women's cross country team. lOth out of all Division-III competitors for
After a week of workouts, including run- JCU with a rime of 22:54, said the worst
ning more hills than usual, the Streaks jour- terrain of the season is behind the Blue
Streaks now.
neyed to Ak·
"This is probably the hardest
ron for the
course we'll see this season," said
Tom Evan 's
"This Is probably
Cross CounRoxas. hlscourse
wry
try Invitathe hardest course ficult hill unlike others. some of
which are golf courses." Her teamtional
at
mate, senior Melissa Winberry,
Goodyear
fh/S
concurred; "Considering everyPark. They
thing, we did
finished fifth
season.,
well - the diffithere Sunday.
RESE
culty of the
"I think
thegirlsrana
Penny Roxas course and the
cali her of the
very strong
race," said jewett, "especially after the hard runners." Winberry ran
a 23:29 pace and placed
week of practice."
The In vi rational provided stiff com peti- 13th in Division Ill.
tion, as rr£ree of the six teams competing
JCU finished fifth
were Division I schools - Bowling Green overall and second out of
State,KentState,Akronand Walsh Univer- the Division-Ill schools,
sity- also in attendance was Case Western behind Mount Union.
Reserve University, a school with NCAA Bowling Green, Kent and
Division-Ill status.
Akron occupied the top
Tish Kanaga was the first Division-III three team spaces at the
athlete to cross the finish line. She did so in Invite. JCU will run at
20:00 flat. Junior Amy Fenske came in the University of Notre
fourth in Division-III with a rime of 20:37. Dame tomorrow. They
"This weekend was a good experience run in the Alma College
runningagainst Division-! schools," Fenske Invitational, October 7.

Staff Reporter

"After the outcomes of last
and went on to ruin the Blue
Streaks' hope of opening wtth a week's games, we want to work
even harder than before; sa1d
victory at Wasmer Field.
The Streaks, already plagued Sullivan. "We want to go out and
with injuries this season, had an- prove that we not only want to
other scare during the Ohio win, but can."
According to senior Thea
Northern game when Burke went
down. Burke, after breaking out Cansler, "Everyone is giving 100
of her scoring slump wi th a goal percent effort, and weare going to
in the first half, cracked her head do whatever it takes to maintain
open when she collided with an our competitiveness, especially at
ONU player. She came back to home."
The Blue Streaks will play the
play in overtime, however.
"That just goes to show how next two weeks (five games) away
determined she is," said from theconfinesofWasmerField.
"It's rough being on the road a
Sunderhaus. "She does whatever
lot," said Sullivan."lr's just another
it takes for us to be competitive."
In fact, no one seems to be giv- obstacle that we will have to over~
come."
ing up despite all the injuries.
The women's soccer team trav"Many key players are playing
hurt," said Sunderhaus. "But no els to Otterbein tomorrow: After
that, the Streaks will have eight
one is wimping out."
Although the Streaks might days without a game to prepare
momentarily be down, they cer- for the Ashland College Tournatainly don't feel like they are our ment on Septem her 30 and October l. They play B-Won October 3.
of the running yet.

Sports Flashes ... Sports Flashes
OAC game this season. They then tine
an U-day confttence hiatus before visit·
ing Baldwin-Wallace on October 3.

The volleyball team raised its record
(lo-1) above .500 for the first time this
season, winning five of six games at the
Baldwin-Wallace College Invitational.
They have won eight of their last 10.

SeniorTishi<anagacontinuedtolead
thewomen'scrosscountryteam this past
week. She (inished first for all Dtvistonlllschoolsat the Tom Evans Invitational
She has been in one of Carroll's top two
rtme slots in every 1995 meet.

Junior Brady Brosnahan has scored
the men's soccer team's last three goals.
He leads the team in goals and points
scored and Is tied for first In goals and
tied for
in total points in the Ohio

We'// See

RV E

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

C0 I PS

CONGRATULATIONS

from the Military Science Department
Jack French
Jamie Barbour
Danny Rogers
J.J. Mitchell
Mike Baumann
Nelson So

Nancy Berardinelli
Andrew Vielhaber
Monika Pilipczuk
John Sullivan

survey]
Sept 26, 27, & 28

ARMY ROTC SALUTES OUR SCHOLARSHIP WillERS.

It only takes a minute to make a
difference_
we need your opinions & comments so
we can provide the best service to you ...

our customers
location & time
I

SAC
Atrh.rn
9:30-6:00

O'Malley
Bohamon
Lobby
LOI.flge
9:30-6:00
9"30-6:00
JolT! Carroll Dining Services

ARMYRO'It
THE SMA.RTESTCOLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit Znd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Hackers' crime
is mediocrity

W omen·s soccer loses heart-

sam Sublty

Michael Ziccardi
Assistant Sports Editor
This past weekend the John
Carroll University women's soccer team took a hard fought battle
into overtime against Ohio Northern,coming upon the shortend of
a 4-2 defeat.
The Blue Streaks got out of the
gates quickly, taking a 1-0 lead
thanks to a goal by senior forward
Molly Burke. The Polar Bears returned fire, scoring two goals to
take a 2-1 advantage over JCU.
Blue Streak sophomore Shannon Sullivan scored on a head ball
off of a cornerkick to tie the game
at 2-2 just before the half. Freshman midfielder jeni Sunderhaus
assisted Sullivan's goal
Neither team was able to score
in the second half. Unfortunately
for the Blue Streaks, the final overtimescoredid not depict the closeness of the battle, as Ohio Northern scored two unanswered goals

Assistant Entertainment Editor

I have this theory that the inverse square law explains the relation between a movie's worth and
the audience reaction. The two
extremes are similar.
If the movie is great, then the
audience leaves the theatre laughing and discussing favorite scenes.
If it stinks, then the audience still
leaves laughing. Except this time
it'sathowcrazytheyweretowaste
their time when they could have
gotten a large order of onion rings
and watched rerunsof"Hee Haw"
in the privacy of their own homes.
Thenalongcomesa movie like
Hackers that does not fit imo either of these categories. The audience leaves in a subdued manner.
Everyone is left strangely mute,
trying to decide whether they
liked the movie. The quiet seems
to shout, "Eh. .. two, maybe twoand-a-half stars."
Hackers, the latest arrival from
United Artists Pictures, begins
with a SWAT team raid on a quiet
suburban home.lnthenextscene,
a judge pronounces a punishment
of seven years probation from the
use of even as much as a TouchTone phone. The camera pans
down to a sinister computer mastermind, Zero Cool. Meetll-yearold Dade Murphy (Jonny Lee
Miller), whose sheer bra in power
could bury Doogie Howser in a
nanosecond. His crime is sending

breaker in overtime, 4-2

the financial world reeling by
crashingl,507 computers on Wall
Street.
The scenario advances the
question which is then pursued
by director lain Softley throughoutthe movie. How safe is a world
where a kid can stall the economy
from his bedroom?
Soon it is seven years later and
Dade's probation is up. Dade and
hismotherareontheirwaytoNew
York City where his mother has
landed a job, after a long messy
separation from Dade's father.
Adding to his problems, Dade
faces the adjustment of attending
a new school for his senior year.
His first acquaintance is fellow
CDpyrtght lmUnM:I Af'ris,Q P'laum.lnc.
computer genius Kate Libby
(Angelina Jolie), whose internet Jenny Lee Miller, playing computer genius Dade Murphy, and Angelina Jolie, in the role of fellow
handle is Acid Burn. She does not hacker Kate Libby, team up in Hackers to discover the perpetrator of the Da Vinci virus.
waste any time before initiating
him. He falls for the old "pool on into the mess when a mutual The toughest part to swallow is that advice and remained calm.
the roof" trick, ending up locked friend, Joey (Jesse Bradford), Dade at age 11 was capable of so
Despite all that 1 have said
on the school roof with a handful breaks into a computer system much mischief. Maybe just as dif- about Hackers, the film does have
of freshmen.
and copies some sensitive files.
ficult to understand is that this its moments. The sequence where
But Dade gets his revenge.
Soon Agent Dick Gill (Fisher computer genius actually has to Dade and Kate compete to play
Dade and Kate take every op- Stevens), the Secret Service agent hunt and peck !guess he just didn't the best prank on Agent Gill is
portunity they can to antagonize in charge of busting hackers, I it- spend enough hours on that old wonderful. This sense of humor
each other, although their sleep is erally bursts into Joey's life. Gill video game where the only way to and some of the special effects, at
filled witheroticdreamsabout the arrests Joey under the charge of save the earth from destruction by the very least keep the pace going
other. Eventually they unite for a creating the Da Vinci virus and space aliens is totype"asdf;lkf over strong.
common cause.
bars him from a 11 computers. It is and over.
As a final note, something
Someone has created a bug up to Dade and Kate to decipher
Even the villains are a little should be said for Sof tley's f recalled the Da Vinci virus that in- Joey's disk and find the real mas- corny. The movie's nemesis, who quentcommentson the Ifew world
fects the navigational systems of termind.
likes to be called "Plague· (Fisher we swiftly find ourselves booting
oil rigs so that they will tip- unOne of the main problems Stevens), does not quite incite the into. Thedangersarereal. The age
less $25 million is promptly paid with Hackers is that it is hard to fear of, say, a Darth Vader. But that ahead of us is one in which gender
The pair of rival hackers is pulled tell whether to take it seriously. could just be the fact that he rides and race are not an issue because
intothemovieonaskateboard,say- everyone will be a nameless blip
ing, "Never fear, lis here." I took his on the internet.

Dandelion: A weed
by any other name...
Brian Sparks
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lacks substance and originality.
There are a couple of good tracks,
A couple of years ago, Philadel- but they are few and far between.
•phia band Dandelion had a song
Dyslexicon presents a couple
featured on the Brainscan (a vir- of glaring problems. First, it gets
lUal reality film that bombed at repetitive after a while. This may
the box office) soundtrack called be true of some other, more suc"Under My Skin." Remembering cessful bands as well, but most of
how much I liked that particular those bands are able tom ix things
song, I eagerly anticipated up just enough to avoid repetition.
Dandelion's
new
release, In addition, lead singer Kevin
Dyslexicon . As it turned out, 1 Morpurgo's voice is just plain borwould be more disappointed than ing. He sings with almost no emoimpressed.
tion.
EversincegrungebecamepopuBasically, the CD needs to be
lar a few years ago, a lot of bands more original and interesting.
have tried to copy the sounds of Morpurgo and band members,
Pearl jam, Nirvana and other Carl Hinds (guitar), Mike
•founders" of grunge. Some have Morpurgo (bass) and Dante
Cimino (drums),
could have succeeded if they had
Dandelion attempt to
maintained theirearcopy other grunge bands, liersound, whichcan
best be described as
sort
of hard popwith
and the result Is a CD
less feedback.
And if they
that lacks substance and wanted
to try a different approach, they
originality.
could have tried a
new hard rock sound,
been successful while others have for instance. But instead, they rejust come off as imitations, and the sorted to "the typical grunge forlatter is true of Dyslexicon (Colum- mula.
bia/ Ruffhouse Records), produced
There are a couple of good moby Phil Nicolo (Urge Overkill, Ur- ments, however. The first single,
ban Dance Squad).
"Weird Out," has a very catchy
Rather than trying to create a rhythm, and the same applies to
new twist on the typical grunge "Supercool."
scene or continuing with their
A few other tracks on
older, more solid material, Dande- Dyslexicon begin sounding almost
lion anempt tO copy other grunge punk rock, but unfortunately they
bands, and the result is a CD that don't stay that way. ·
Staff Reporter
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Senior forward Thea Consler fights for the ball with an
unidentified Ohio Northern player last Saturday at Wasmer Field.

Hard work paying off for Blue
Streak women's cross country
said. "Next week we'll have to do it again at
Notre Dame [the National Catholic InvitaAccording to Coach Grove jewett, hard tional]."
work is paying off for john Carroll
Sophomore Penny Roxas, who came in
University's women's cross country team. lOth out of all Division-III competitors for
After a week of workouts, including run- JCU with a time of 22:54, said the worst
ning more hills than usual, the Streaks jour- terrain of the season is behind the Blue
neyed to AkStreaks now.
"This is probably the hardest
ron for the
course we'll see this season," said
Tom Evan 's
"This Is probably
Roxas. htscourse
mydlfCross Coun·
try Invita fhe hardest course flcult hill unlike others, some of
which are golf courses.• Her teamtional
at
mate, senior Melissa Winberry,
Goodyear
We'l/ See thiS
concurred; "Considering everyPark. They
thing, we did
finished fifth
season."
well - the diffithere Sunday.
BES E
culty of the
"I think
thegirlsrana
Penny Roxas course and the
caliber of the
very strong
race," said jewett, "especially after the hard runners." Winberry ran
a 23:29 pace and placed
week of practice."
The Invitational provided stiff competi- 13th in Division Ill.
tion, as tlrree of the six teams competing
JCU finished fifth
were Division I schools - Bowling Green overall and second out of
State, Kent State, Akron and Walsh Univer- the Division-Ill schools,
sity -also in attendance was Case Western behind Mount Union.
Reserve University, a school with NCAA Bowling Green, Kent and
Division-III status.
Akron occupied the top
Tish Kanaga was the first Division-lll three team spaces at the
athlete to cross the finish line. She did so in Invite. JCU will run at
20:00 flat. junior Amy Fenske came in the University of Notre
fourth in Division-III with a time of 20:37. Dame tomorrow. They
"This weekend was a good experience run in the Alma College
running against Division-Ischools," Fenske Invitational, October 7.

Dale Ruuell
Staff Reporter

"After the outcomes of last
and went on to ruin the Blue
Streaks' hope of opening with a week's games, we want to work
even harder than before," said
victory at Wasmer Field.
The Streaks, already plagued Sullivan. "We want to go out and
with injuries this season, had an- prove that we not only w~nt to
other scare during the Ohio win, but can."
According to senior Thea
Northern gamewhenBurkewent
down. Burke, after breaking out Cansler, "Ever)lOOe is giving 100
of her scoring slump w1th a goal percent effort, and we .are going to
in the first half, cracked her head do whatever it takes to mairu.ain
open when she collided with an our competitiveness, especially at
ONU player. She came back to home."
The Blue Streaks will play the
play in overtime, however.
"That just goes to show how next two weeks (five games) away
determined she is," said fromtheconfinesofWasmerFidd.
"lt's rough being on the road a
Sunderhaus. "She does whatever
it takes for us to be competitive." lot," said Sullivan."It'sjust another
In fact, no one seems to be giv- obstacle that we will have to overcome."
ing up despite all the injuries.
The women'ssoccerteam trav"Many key players are playing
hurt," said Sunderhaus. "But no els to Otterbein tomorrow After
that, the Streaks will have eight
one is wimping out."
Although the Streaks m1ght days without a game to prepare
momentarily be down, they cer- for the Ashland College Tournatainly don't feel like they are out ment on September 30 and Octo·
her I. They play B-Won October 3.
of the running yet.

Sports Flashes ... Sports Flashes
OAC game this season. They then have
an 11-dayconference hiatus before visiting Baldwin-Wallace on October 3.

The volleyball team raised its record
(10..7) above .500 for the first time this
season, winning five of six games at the
Baldwtn·Wallace College Invitational.
They have won eight of their last 10.

Senior Tish Kanaga continued to lead
the women'scrosscoumryteam this past
week. She finished first for all Dlvisioolllschoolsarthe Tom Evans Invitational
She has been in one of Carroll's top two
time slots in every 1995 meet.

Junior Brady Brosnahan has scored
the men'uocc:er team's last three goals.
He leads the team in goals and points
scored and ts tied for fim in goals and
tied for
thIn total points i.n the Ohio
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ARMY ROTC SALUTES OlJR SCHOLARSHIP WINIERS.

It only takes a minute to make a
difference..
we need your opinions & comments so
we can provide the best service to you...

our customers
location & time
SAC
Atrh.rn
9:30-6:00

O'Malley
Lobby
9:30-6:00

ARMY ROTC

Boharnon

THE SMARTESTCOWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

LOt.llge
9"30-6:00

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

John carroll Dining Set'vlces

397-4421
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Mid-fielder Brady Brosnahan provides all the offense for Blue Streak wins

Marietta comes from 14 down to force 21-21 tie

Kevin Bactvnan
Staff Reporter
The john Carroll University men's soccer team hopped back on track last week,
using a pair of 1-0 road victories to even
their overall record at 3-3(1-0 in the Ohio
Athletic Conference).
junior midfielder Brady Brosnahan
picked up goals against Case Western Reserve University, on Wednesday, September 13, and against Ohio Northern University, on Saturday, September 16, giving him
three of Carroll's four goals on the year.
Against Case, Brosnahan scored in the
first half, off an assist from junior m idfielder
Ryan Caudill. A!though the defense held in
the second half the Blue Streaks were not
happy with their play, said sophomore
goalie Grant Mast.
"They had their chances to tie it up on
numerousdefensiveerrors,"Mastsaid. "The
ball was in their half for most of the game.
We did not get what we deserved."
Assistant Coach Bob Straub said that
the Streaks need to improve their ball con-

Michael Ziccardi

Junior Scott O'Domell fends off a Marietta blocker in pursuit of
the Pioneer quarterback. O'Donnell, a second-team AII-OAC pick in
1994, will help lead the Blue Streak defense against Otterbein at
Wasmer Field this weekend.

The diary of an ex-athlete: "Who says I'm not qualified?"

Randy Loeser

In my firstgameatquarterback,
the coaches had enough confidence in me to calll3 pass plays.
After completing the first two, it
looked like the coaches were going to abandon the£Unninggame.
But the next 11 attempts really
never got started, as I was sacked a
school record nine times in one
half. We lost 29-0.
Not to be outdone, my second
week was just as impressive. The
coaches,rewardingmeformyperformance the week before,decided
that
along
with
my
quarterbacking duties l would also
be the punter. Pretty easy, I
thought.
As the terrible November rain
poured down, I lined up to kick
the ball away. Thesnapwasbeautif ul. The line gave incredible protection. I caught the ball, took my
steps and punted ... backwards.

After two years of nagging,
bothering and basically acting
like a total pest to my editors at
The Carroll Ntws, they have finally given me my just due.
They are allowing me to
write my own column.
Now you might ask yourself
what makes me soquahfied to
write about sports from my
point of view.
The answer is simple: My
stellar, record-setting athletic
career.
It all began in grade school.
As the third string quarterback
on theeighth-gradeSt.Gregory
the Great Football ream, I was
willing to do what ever it took
to win, and play,for that matter.
When given thechance,alll
did was set records

The ball traveled in slow motion behind my head, a perfect
spiral. No one seemed to move. In
fact no one had ever seen a punt
like this. When it landed I had my
second record in as many weeks,
this time (or the shortest punt in
CYO and school history, a negative 27 yards.
!didn't limit my athletic prowess to just football. Baseball was
my sport.
Having played baseball since 1
was six years old, I was as good as
a player could be, if I do say so
myself. Good glove. Good bat
Goodspeed. Basically,lwasagood
player.
But, there was one thing I had
always missed, hitting a home run.
My big moment came in the
lasrgameof mysenioryearin high
school summer league. Down by
four runs in the last inning, I was

looking at the end of my baseball
career. The thought of ending my
career without a home run was
burning inside me. Everyone at
Memorial Field knew of my plight
Ten years of baseball and not one
home run. lt was now or never.
Before !stepped into the batter's
box, my coach told me to just keep
running no matter what I did. I
dug in and waited. 1 wanted the
perfect pitch.
The first pitch swirled right
into my wheelhouse. 1swung. I
had never hit a ball so far. I didn't
watch where it went,ljust started
running. I could hear the crowd.
It was with me. 1 hit second base
thinking I had done it. When I
looked to my third base coach he
was jumping up and down, waving his arms. Whywashesignaling to slide? Where was the ball?
I made a perfect head first slide

intothebase.lturnedandsaw
the ball was just being thrown
into the infield. My coach, not
believing what I had done,
grabbed me and started yelling, "Why did you slide? What
were you thinking?"
"Coach, it looked like you
wanted me to slide, 1thought...'
I ended my baseball career
without a home run, although
I did hit a lot of almost home
runs and triples.
As you can see, this now
makes me an authoritytocriticize an athlete for sloppy play
or to second guess a coach on a
blown call. I played the game,
so I know what I'm talking
about.
I think?
Randy Loeser writes a biweekly sports column for The

Carroll News.

Are you tired of Newt and Friends?
Then do something about it!
Come to
The Young
Democrats of Cuyahoga County
and

IH HI~
COLL~G~ 0~ ~~H ~HD ~CI~HC~~

John Carroll University
Democrats Organizational Meeting
Date: Sept,25 1995
Time 7 p.m.
Where: SAC Room
Paid for by Young Democrats of Cuyahoga County

trol if they want to be successful in conference play.
"You can not do that(have poor ball control] against good teams; Straub said. "The
OACs a dogfight. They'll make

pointed, but it was good to get a win and
some momentum.•
Despite outshooting Case 12-2, the
Streaks practiced on the field immediately
following the game to work on
thetr stagnant offense.
"Whatweworkedonwasour
"We had a couple of real
shooting and finishing,"
Brosnahan said. "Our main
intense practices last week,
problem was that we weren't
gening many shots off, and
and we're starting to get a lot when we did, they were pretty
poor."
During Saturday's game
••• better opportunities
against Northern, Brosnahan
scored off an ass1st by sopho[offensively]."
more
forward
Chip
Aschen brener Mast said the
Grant Mast Streaks were much happier
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - with their play overall.
you pay for it. •
"Saturday, the intensity level was much
Although it was sloppy, Brosnahan said higher; Mast s~id. "We had a couple of real
he was glad to come away with a win. "We intense practices last week, and we're startusually win that game 3-0 or 4-0," ing w get a lot ... better opportunities [offen
Brosnahan said. "We were a little disap- sivelyl"

Freshmen help put volleyball back on track

From the Gut ...
Staff Reporter
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Men's soccer victorious in successive shutouts

Football stunned by Marietta
As the game progressed, so did the ill-effects of
Assistant Sports Editor
the rain on the Blue Streaks finessed offensive atIf you think john Carroll University's football tack.
team is just going to roll overanddieaf terSaturday's
"The weather conditions were certainly nor in
dtsappointing 21-21 tie to Marietta, think again. our favor," said DeCarlo. "We were physically
Although the outcome of the game is a slight set- smaller and it hurt our runn ing attack."
back in conquering another Ohio Athletic ConferThe Pioneers stepped their defensive intensity
ence championship and a possible berth into the up a notch in the second-half, holding the Cat roll
NCAA Division Ill playoffs, the Blue Streaks realize backfield to a total of 48 yards rushing. Leading
that if they take care of business, their goals are still rusherChad Rankin, who had 77 yards rushing for
attainable.
the game, had only 15 in the second half.
"A tie does not kill us (from wmning the OACl"
"That ts certainly a credit to Marietta's defensaid Head Coach Tony DeCarlo. "The bottom line is sive front four," said Case rio. "It served as a wakethat we did not get the loss."
up call for us to realize we need to stay focused for
Carroll 0-0-l overall, 0-0-1OAC) looked impres- the entire 60 minutes. The most important factor
sive holding a 248-89 advantage in offensive yards is to put the game behind us and explode offenthrough the first 30 minutes; moreover,jCU's 21-7 sively against Otterbein."
halftime lead was not necessarily an accurate picMarietta's offense also provided more punch in
ture of the Blue Streaks play in the first half.
the second half, scoring two unanswered touchHowever, in key situations, seven penalties for 33 downs.
yards and three turnovers allowed the Pioneers to
The Blue Streaks have little time to bounce back
stay With in striking distance.
with their second test in the OAC this Saturday
"We could have easily been up by two or three against Otterbein (0-2 overall, D-1 OAC}. The Carmore touchdowns because we were moving the ball dinals,comingoff a51-6loss last week at the hands
so well," proclaimed DeCarlo. "Unfortunately, we of Mount Union, visit Wasmer Field for Carroll's
got a little overconfident and became complacent home opener and its Homecoming game as well.
with our lead."
The Blue Streaks lead the all-time series against
A steady rain, accompanied by a few Marietta the Cardinals, 7-l. Carroll defeated Otterbein 44adjustments in the second half, proved to be detri- 7 last season at Otterbein.
mental to the Carroll offensive attack.
"We are a young team and weare going to make
"They started to blitz more," said red-shirt fresh- some mistakes," said DeCarlo. "But in this conferman quarterback Nick Case rio. "This taok away our ence ... the toughest by far in Division Ill, we can not
quick game, and that is our bread and butter."
take anyone light! y."
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Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
Youth is being served for thejohn Carroll
University volleyball ream -literally.
Starting two freshmen, the Blue Streaks
have been gaining the momentum that
made them a final-eight finisher in last
season's NCAA playoffs.
This momentum, along with the strong
play of freshmen middle hitter Molly
Ridenour and setter Leslie Dissel, helped
the Streaks earn their first tournament
cham pions hi pof the season at the BaldwinWallaceCollege lnvitatjonallast weekend.
"Molly and Leslie have really stepped
into their roles and rformed well." Coach
retchen Weitbrec t said of her two newcomers. "They have helped make this new
offense click."
Questions surrounding the Streaks new
look are seemingly being put to rest.
Despite a sluggish 4-6 starr, the Blue
Streaks 00-7) swept through a veteran-

Although Coach Ali Kazemamt was not
at the game Saturday, Brosnahan satd the
team did not skip a beat
·The atmosphere amongst the team was
great," Brosnahan said. "Everyone was m
thegame. Everyonewasexcited. Everyone
played well "
Yesterday, the Streaks put their 36-game
home unbeaten streak on the line as they
took on the 4-1 Mount Union. Since the
Streaks4-01osstoHiram tn 1990, they have
com pi led a 33-0-3 record at home. Eighteen
of those games have been shutouts.
Senior Erik Chiprich said the fact that
visiting teams have to play on the artificial
turf of Wasmer Field is a psychological advantage, but the Streaks do have to adjust
themselves.
"We do not get much practice time on it,
but it's a quick adjustment," Chiprich said.
"We have played on it, butotherteamsaren't
used to it."
The Streaks will have only five other
opportunities ro take advantage of
Wasmer's turf this season.

Advertise in

laden field at B-W. With wins over Heidel"It's been a bit overwhelming, but each
berg, Malone and Moum Union, JCU ad- dayitgetseasierand Ifeel more comfortable
vanced to the semifinals where they ...,"said Dissel,selected as the Ohio Athletic
avenged a first-round loss to Allegheny,15- Conference's Player of the Week.
12, 15-10. The Streaks faced Bluffton Col"l'm just happy to be able to contribute
lege for the second week in a row in the and help the team," said Ridenour. "I was
tournament finals.
just hoping to make varsity"
With Dissel contributing an average of
Fort he third week in a row,JCU will face
13.5 assists in the six tournament matches some of the best competition in the region,
(a total of 217), and sophomore Lori Ham- as they host B-W, Calvin, Hope, Mount,
mer and juniors Elizabeth Black and Katy Thomas More, Kenyon and Mt. St. joseph
Perrone steadying the floor, the Streaks Colleges at the Second Annualjohn Carroll
humbled Bluffton 15-12,15-11
Invitational. Weitbrecht is excited about
For her efforts, Dissel was named to the the strength her team has come on with
all -tourn ament team.
lately.
"I was ·ust ho in that someone from
"B vi rtue that we are home, we have to
the team wou a
se cted; sala 01 .
It l'tdit ~have
"We all played well. Things really are com- begun to stop thinking that we are rebuilding together."
ing. Instead, weare looking at this as buildA!though Dissel and Ridenour have con- ing everyday:'
tributed this year, neither believed she would
Attention: Students Who Reside Off..Ccrnpus in Lhiversity Heights
be playing at this level.

Men's cross country focused
Jude Kllly
Sports Editor

After his squad's eighth-place finish at the Tom Evans Invitational
at Akron University, john Carroll University men's cross country
Coach Don Stu pica said tune-up time is over for the Blue Streaks.
"The firsrof our meets," said Stupka, "gave us exposure and a feel for
wherewe are at physically. I wanted the runners to feel where they are
... and (to] physically understand themselves" the first couple weeks.
After last Saturday's results at the Invitational, that experimental
period is over. Now,Stupica said, it is time for his team to start focusing
on running against other runners for placement, not just to see how
they feel.
One runner who has been placing tops among the Blue Streaks on
a regular basis is freshman james Van Dress. Van Dress, who has
finished in one of JCU's top two spots every week this season, finished
first for the Streaks again on Saturday. He claimed seventh place out of
all Division-Ill runners at Goodyear Park, finishing in 29:44.
He said he thinks he knows his capabilities after the initial stages
of the season.
"I know what I can do; said Van Dress, who indicated the Streaks
have been using heart-rate monitor:. to help reveal their maximum
physical capacity. "[think I have the right mental attitude [too]."
Other top finishers forjCU at the Invitational were (in Division-Ill
competition): sopho1llore Mike Garbera (lith; 30:41), sophomore jeremy Esteves (13th; 31:15), freshman Andrew Young (14th; 31:26) and
freshman joe Nowak (19th; 32:32).
Junior Dave Frauare, one of the Streaks' top performers thus far,
missed the event due to injury. Frattare said he suspects the injury,
irritation to his right knee, is being caused by his runni ngstyle and the
way he rolls his feet when he plants them. Stu pica said he is hopeful
Frattare will be ready for action at the National Catholic Invitational
tomorrow in South Bend, IN.
The team was also without sophomore Doug Coster (out for personal reasons) and junior Jamie Barbour, who Stu pica said was "not
prepared to run."
After this week, the Streaks will focus on their Ohio Athletic Conference competition, Frat tare said, fulfilling Stu pica's mental plan of
action for the team. "There'sa little different mind -set" when DivisionIll competition is the only one you are competing against, Frattare
noted. "Basically the mind-set is to catch as many guys as possible."

The Carroll
News.

Call 397-4398
for advertising

John Carroll Students who reside in off-campus housing in University
Heights should become familiar with city regulations that govern the
occupancy of residential property by unrelated persons. The regulations are
simiar to those adopted by other communities. They are designed to
preserve the residential character and quality of residential neighborhoods.
Stated as simply as possible, the City of University Heights--- Prohibits more than three unrelated persons from occupying any
residential unit, whether owned or rented, without a special permit from the
City's Board of Zoning Appeals.
-Requires that one occupant be designated 'head of household"
whenever residential unit is occupied by two or more unrelated persons.
Occupants who are unrelated to the head of household are "roomers" under
the law. No more than two "roomers" may occupy a residential unit unless the
head of household has obtained a special permit.
Students living in l.kliversity Heights, other than those living with their
families, may obtain a copy City's regulations at the City's Building
Department, located at City Hall, 2300 Warrensville Center Road. The
telephone number. 932-7800
Again this year I repeat a brief appeal made in past years. When you
move into a neighborhood, introduce yourself to your neighbors. Get to know
them. See if there are any ways you can be helpful, particularly to those who
are elderly cn:l infirm. Be conscious about noise late and night and parking
violations. Make sure that you and your landlord maintain the property in
good condition. (Note-Copies of information describing the obligations of
landlords and tenants are available in the Dean of Students' Office.) In short,
be neighborly. You will find that your neighbors will return yoor good will. You
may make some lasting friendships as well.
Sincerely,
Joe Farrell, Dean of Students

--
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Football stunned by Marietta
Assistant Sports Editor
If you think john Carroll University's football
team is just going to roll over and die after Saturday's
disappointing 21-21 tie to Manetta, thmk again.
Although the outcome of the game is a slight set·
back in conquering another Ohio Athletic Conference championship and a possible berth into the
NCAA Division lll playoffs, the Blue Streaks realize
that if they take care of business, their goals are still
attainable.
"A tie does not kill us {from winnmg the OAC],"
satd Head Coach Tony DeCarlo. "The bottom line is
that we did not get the loss •
Carroll (l-0-1overall, 0-0-1 OAC) looked impressive holding a 248-89 advantage in offensive yards
through the first 30 minutes; moreover,JCU's 21-7
half time lead was not necessarily an accurate pic·
ture of the Blue Streaks play in the first half.
However, in keysauations,seven penalties for 33
yards and three turnovers allowed the Pioneers to
stay with in striking distance.
"We could have easily been up by two or three
more touchdowns because we were moving the ball
so well," proclaimed DeCarlo. "Unfortunately, we
got a liule overconfident and became complacent
with our lead."
A steady rain, accompanied by a few Marietta
adjustments in the second half, proved to be detri·
mental to the Carroll offensive attack.
"They started to blitz more," said red-shirt freshman quarterback Nick Caserio. "This took away our
quick game, and that is our bread and butter."

As the game progressed, so did the ill-effects of
the rain on the Blue Streaks finessed offensive at·
tack.
"The weather condit ions were certainly nor in
our favor," said DeCarlo. "We were physically
smaller and it hurt our running attack."
The Ploneers stepped their defensive intensity
up a notch in the second-half, holding the Cat roll
backfield to a total of 48 yards rushing. Leading
rusher Chad Rankin, who had 77 yards rushing for
the game, had only 15 in the second half.
"That ts certainly a credit to Marietta's defen·
sive front four," said Case rio. "lt served as a wakeup call for us to realize we need to stay focused for
the entire 60 minutes. The most important factor
is to put the game behind us and explode offen·
sively against Otterbein."
Marietta's offense also provided more punch in
the second half, scoring two unanswered touchdowns.
TheBlueStreaks have little time to bounce back
with their second test in the OAC this Saturday
against Otterbein (0-2 overall, 0-1 OAC). The Cardinals,comingoff a5l-6loss last week at the hands
of Mount Union, visit Wasmer Field for Carroll's
home opener and its Homecoming game as well.
The Blue Streaks lead the all-time series against
the Cardinals, 7-l. Carroll defeated Otterbein 44·
71ast season at Otterbein.
"Weare a young team and weare going to make
some mistakes," said DeCarlo. "But in this confer·
ence ... the toughest by far in Division III, we can not
take anyone lightly."

Statf Reporter

The john Carroll University men's soccer team hopped back on track last week,
using a pair of 1-0 road victories to even
their overall record at 3-3 (1-0 in the Ohio
Athletic Conference).
junior midfielder Brady Brosnahan
picked up goals against Case Western Re·
serve University, on Wednesday, September 13, and against Ohio Northern Univer·
sity,on Saturday, September 16,giving him
three of Carroll's four goals on the year.
Against Case, Brosnahan scored in the
first half, off an assist from junior m idfielder
Ryan Caudill. A!though the defense held in
the second half the Blue Streaks were not
happy with their play, said sophomore
goalie Grant Mast.
"They had their chances to tie it up on
numerousdefensiveerrors,"Mastsaid. "The
ball was in their half for most of the game.
We did not get what we deserved."
Assistant Coach Bob Straub said that
the Streaks need ro improve their ball con·

Junior Scott O'Donnell fends off a Marietta blocker in pursuit of
the Pioneer quarterback. O'Donnell, a second-team Ali-OAC pick in
1994, will help lead the Blue Streak defense against Otterbein at
Wasmer Field this weekend.

Randy Loeser

In my first gameatquarterback.
the coaches had enough confidence in me to ca II 13 pass plays.
After completing the first two, it
looked like the coaches were going to abandon the running game.
Bur t he next 11 attempts really
never got started, as 1was sacked a
school record nine times in one
half. We lost 29·0.
Not to be outdone, my second
week was just as impressive. The.
coaches, rewarding mefor my performance the week before, decided
that
along
with
my
quarterbacking duties 1would also
be the punter. Pretty easy, I
thought.
As the terrible November rain
poured down, l lined up to kick
theballaway. Thesnapwasbeau·
tiful. The line gave incredible protection. I caught the ball, took my
steps and punted ... backwards.

After two years of nagging,
bothering and basically acting
like a total pest to my editors at
Tht: Carroll News, they have finally g1ven me my just due.
They are allowing me to
write my own column.
Now you might ask yourself
what makes me so qualified to
write about sports from my
point of view.
The answer IS simple: My
stellar, record-setting athletic
career.
It all began in grade school.
As the third string quarterback
on theeigh th·grade St. Gregory
the Great Football team, I was
willing to do what ever it took
to win, and play,for that matter.
When given thechance,al\1
did was set records.

looking at the end of my baseball
career. The thought of ending my
career without a home run was
burning inside me. Everyone at
MemorialFieldknewofmyplight.
Ten years of baseball and not one
home run. lt was now or never.
Before I stepped into the batter's
box, my coach told me to just keep
running no matter what l did. l
dug in and waited. 1 wanted the
perfect pitch.
The first pitch swirled right
into my wheelhouse. I swung. 1
had never hit a ball so far. 1didn't
watch where it went, l just started
running. l could hear the crowd.
It was wirh me. I hit second base
thinking I had done it. When 1
looked to my third base coach he
was jumping up and down, waving his arms. Whywashesignaling to slide? Where was the ball?
I made a perfect head first slide

into the base. l turned and saw
the ball was just being thrown
into the infield. My coach, not
believing what l had done,
grabbed me and started yelling. "Why did you slide? What
were you thinking?"
"Coach, it looked like you
wanted me to slide, I thought..."
I ended my baseball career
without a home run, although
I did hit a lot of almost home
runs and triples.
As you can see, this now
makes me an authority to criti·
cize an athlete for sloppy play
or to second guess a coach on a
blown call. 1 played the game,
so I know what I'm talking
about.
I think?

Randy Loeser writes a bi·
weekly sports column for The
Carroll News.

.Are you tired of Newt and Friends?
Then do something about it!
Come to
The Young
Democrats of Cuyahoga County
and
John Carroll University
Democrats Organizational Meeting
Date: Sept,251995
Time 7 p.m.
Where: SAC Room
Paid for by Young Democrats of Cuyahoga Cou·nty

trol if they want to be successful in conference play
"You can notdothat[have poor ball con·
troll against good teams," Straub said. "The
OAC's a dogfight. They'll make

pointed, but it was good to get a win and
some momentum."
Despite outshooting Case l2·2, the
Streaks practiced on the field immediately
following the game to work on
their stagnam offense.
"What we worked on was our
shooting and finishing,'
Brosnahan said. "Our main
problem was that we weren't
getting many shots off, and
when we did, they were pretty
poor."
During Saturday's game
against Northern, Brosnahan
scored off an assist by sopho·
more
forward
Chip
Aschenbrener. Mast said the
Grant Mast Streaks were much happier
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - with their play overall.
you pay for it."
"Saturday, the intensity level was much
Although it was sloppy, Brosnahan said higher," Mast s~id. "We had a couple of real
be was glad to come away with a win. "We intense practices last week, and we're start·
usually win that game 3-0 or 4·0," ing w get a lot ... betteropportunities[offen
Brosnahan said. "We were a little disap· sively]."

'"We had a couple of real
intense practices last week,
and we're starting to get a lot
••• better opportunities
[offensively]."

Freshmen help put volleyball back on track

The diary of an ex-athlete: "Who says I'm not qualified?"
The ball traveled in slow motion behind my head, a perfect
spiraL Nooneseemedtomove. In
fact no one had ever seen a punt
like this. When it landed I had my
second record in as many weeks,
this time for the shortest punt in
CYO and school history, a nega·
tive 27 yards.
I didn't limit my athletic prowess to just football. Baseball was
my sport.
Having played baseball since l
was six years old, l was as good as
a player could be, if I do say so
myself. Good glove. Good bat.
Goodspeed. Basically,lwasagood
player.
But, there was one thing I had
alwaysmissed,hittinga homerun.
My big moment came in the
lastgameof my senior year in high
school summer league. Down by
four runs in the last inning, I was

Men's soccer victorious in successive shutouts
Kevin Bachman

From the Gut Staff Reporter
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Mid-fielder Brady Brosnahan provides all the offense for Blue Streak wins

Marietta comes from 14 down to force 21-21 tie
Michael Ziccardi
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Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
Youth is being served for thejohn Carroll
University volleyball team -literally.
Starting two freshmen, the Blue Streaks
have been gaining the momentum that
made them a final-eight finisher in last
season's NCAA playoffs.
This momentum, along with the strong
play of freshmen middle hitter Molly
Ridenour and setter Leslie Dissel, helped
the Streaks earn their first tournament
championshipof the season at the Baldwin·
Wallace College [nvitatjonallast weekend.
"Molly and Leslie have really stepped
into rheirrolesand rformed well ," Coach
retchen Weitbrec t said of her t'll/0 newcomers. "They have helped make this new
offense dick."
Questions surrounding the Streaks new
look are seemingly being put to rest
Despite a sluggish 4-6 start, the Blue
Streaks (I0-7) swept through a veteran·

laden field at B·W. With wins over Heidel·
berg, Malone and Mount Union, JCU advanced to the semifinals where they
avenged a first-round loss to A llegheny, l5·
12, 15-10. The Streaks faced Bluffton College for the second week in a row in the
tournament finals.
With Dissel contributing an average of
13.5 assists in the six tournament matches
(a total of 217), and sophomore Lori Hammer and juniors Elizabeth Black and Katy
Perrone steadying the floor, the Streaks
humbled Bluffton 15·12, 15-11.
For her efforts, Dissel was named to the
all -tournament team .

Men's cross country focused
Jude Kllly
Editor
After his squad's eighth-place finish at the Tom Evans Invitational
at Akron University, john Carroll University men's cross country
Coach Don Stu pica said tune-up time is over for the Blue Streaks.
"The first of our meets,"saidStupica, "gave us exposure and a feel for
wherewe are at physically. 1wanted the runners to feel where they are
... and [tol physically understand themselves" the first couple weeks.
After last Saturday's results at the Invitational, that experimental
period is over. Now,Srupica said, it is time for his team to start focusing
on running against other runners for placement, not just to see how
they feel.
,
One runner who has been placing tops among the Blue Streaks on
a regular basis is freshman james Van Dress. Van Dress, who has
finished in one of JCU's top two spots every week this season, finished
first for the Streaks again on Saturday. He claimed seventh place out of
all Division-Ill runners at Goodyear Park, finishing in 29:44.
He said he thinks he knows his capabilities after the initial stages
of the season.
"I know what I can do," said Van Dress, who indicated the Streaks
have been using heart-rate monitors to help reveal their maximum
physical capacity. "l think [have the right mental attitude [too].•
Other top finishers forjCU at the Invitational were (in Division· lii
competition): sopho\[lore Mike Garbera (lith; 30:41), sophomore jeremy Esteves (13th; 31:15), freshman Andrew Young (14th; 31:26) and
freshmanjoe Nowak 09th; 32:32).
Junior Dave Frattare, one of the Streaks' top performers thus far,
missed the event due to injury. Frattare said he suspects the injury,
irritation to his right knee, is being caused by his runningstyle and the
way he rolls his feet when he plants them. Stupica said he is hopeful
Frattare will be ready for action at the National Catholic Invitational
tomorrow in South Bend, IN.
The team was also without sophomore Doug Coster (out for personal reasons) and junior Jamie Barbour, who Stupica said was "not
prepared to run."
After this week, the Streaks will focus on their Ohio Athletic Con·
ference competition. Frat tare said, fulfilling Stu pica's mental plan of
action for the team. "There's a little different mind-set" when DivisionIll competition is the only one you are competing against, Frattare
nored. "Basically the mind-set is to catch as many guys as possible."
Sports

"lt's been a bit overwhelming, but each
day it gets easier and Ifeel more comfortable
...: said Dissel,selected as the Ohio Athletic
Conference's Player of the Week
"I'm just happy to be able to contribute
and help the team," said Ridenour. "I was
just hoping to make varsity."
Fort he third week in a row,JCU will face
some of the best competition in the region,
as they host B·W, Calvin, Hope, Mount,
Thomas More, Kenyon and Mt. St. joseph
Colleges at the Second Annualjohn Carroll
Invitational. Weitbrecht is excited about
the strength her team has come on with
lately.
"B v1rtue that we are home, we have to
e
,
It bl'ecll t.
Mve
begun to stop thinking that we are rebuild·
ing. Instead, weare looking at this as building everyday"

--we

Although Coach Ali Kazemaini was not
at the game Saturday, Brosnahan said the
team did not skip a beat
"The atmosphere amongst the team was
great," Brosnahan said. "Everyone was in
the game. Everyone was excited. Everyone
played well."
Yesterday, the Streaks put their 36-game
home unbeaten streak on the line as they
took on the 4-l Mount Union. Since the
Streaks4· 0 loss to Hiram ml990, they have
compiled a 33-0-3 record at home. Etghteen
of those games have been shutouts.
Senior Erik Chipnch said the fact that
visiting reams have to play on the artificial
turf of Wasmer Field is a psychological ad·
vantage, but the Streaks do have to adjust
themselves.
"We do not get much practice time on it,
but it's a quick adjustment,' Chipnch said.
"We have played on it, but other teams aren't
used to it."
The Streaks w1ll have only five other
opportunities to take advantage of
Wasmer's turf this season.

-v

Advertise in
The Carroll
News.
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for advertising
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Attention: Students Who Reside Off-Canpus in lkliversity Heights
John Carroll Students who reside in off-campus housing in University
Heights should become familiar with city regulations that govern the
occupancy of residential property by unrelated persons. The regulations are
simiar to those adopted by other communities. They are designed to
preserve the residential character and quality of residential neighbomoods.
Stated as simply as possible, the City of University Heights--- Prohibits more than three unrelated persons from occupying any
residential unit, whether owned or rented, without a special permit from the
City's Board of Zoning Appeals.
-Requires that one occupant be designated 'head of household"
whenever residential unit is occupied by two or more unrelated persons.
Occupants who are unrelated to the head of household are ''roomers" under
the law. No more than two ''roomers" may occupy a residential unit unless the
head of household has obtained a special permit.
Students living in Lkliversity Heights, other than those living with their
families, may obtain a copy City's regulations at the City's Building
Department, located at City Hall, 2300 Warrensville Center Road. The
telephone number: 932-7800
Again this year I repeat a brief appeal made in past years. When you
move into a neighborhood, introduce yourself to your neighbors. Get to know
them. See if there are any ways you can be helpful, particularly to those who
are elderly and infinn Be conscious about noise late and night and parking
violations. Make sure that you and your landlord maintain the property in
good condition (Note-Copies of information describing the obligations of
landlords and tenants are available in the Dean of Students' Office.) In short,
be neighborly. You will find that your neighbors will return yoor good will. You
may make some lasting friendships as well.
Sincerely,
Joe Farrell, Dean of Students

.
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Editorial

letters to the editor
Salling team: the response

Out.of sight,
out of mind?
Every year there are new issues that arise and old
issues that have yet ro be resolved. These issues
create a big stir among JCU students and/or the
Carroll community at large. Whenever we begin
something new, such as the school year, we are
very quick to notice these issues, to recognize fault
with them, and to demand resolution of them. But,
isn't it also our tendency to adapt to these issues too
quickly, or to merely forget about them?
This year for instance, issues have already arisen,
ruffling many feathers. The Inn Between price
increase, the smoking ban, voicemail and longdistance telephone problems and higher-than -ever
bookstore prices all created an uproar these first
few weeks of school. But, are we, as a student body,
already showing signs of weakness and apathy by
giving up too soon and accepting things the way
theyare,noteven trying toseei£ we can truly make
improvements?
True, when you're era ving pretzels and ranch dip
at midnight, without a car you really don't have
much choice but to pay a visit to the Inn Between.
And, since you had not anticipated problems with
the new phone system and left your answering
machine back home, if you want to be able to
receive phone messages, you have no other option
but to attempt use of the voicemail. Likewise, it is
obvious when each of your professors has deemed
it necessary to use a new book this semester, you
must purchase them at the bookstore.
While it's true that our choices are currently limited ro a certain extent, our actions are not. We
must be extremely careful never to sit back and
accept things the way they are, never questioning
whether we actually have the ability to improve
t.his place. The reality is that we most certainly do
have that capability. As students, we are the heart
and soul of this institution.
We need to constantly (not just during the first
two weeks of school) work to make JCU a better
place. As a whole, the students of JCU should be
working together for each other.
Now, here's that personal invitation you've been
waiting for.
Attend Student Union meetings, and other campus meetings. Attend public/campus forums.
Voice your opinions, and hear the opinions of others. Take an active role in your JCU education, both
inside and out of the classroom.
We may never get things exactly the way we
want them, but that's not the point, really. There's
everything to be said for a valiant attempt.

commentary:

In reading last week's CN we came across an editorial
that questioned the sailing team's "a ni tude.· The ediwrial
criticized us for merely answering questions pertaining to
the crew team . We commend the crew team for their hard
work and dedication to their sport. Their fundraisingabili·
ties are unsurpassed, and we often use them as an example
as to what can be achieved . However, we were verbally
reprimanded for explaining the differences between the
sailing team and the crew team.
At our organizational meeting, a few subjective ques·
nons were asked and subjective answers given. One of the
questions asked was "How many regattas do you (sailing
team) go to and how many does the crew team go to this
semester?" To the best of our knowledge, the crew team
does indeed go to two regattas, and they do in fact get up at
4:30a.m. to practice something that we could never do. At
no point did any sailing team member refer to crew regat·
tas as "stu pi d."
Furthermore, wed iq not take time out of our meeting to
"criticize and ridicule their efforts." When asked about
which club we would recommend joining, of course we
said "sailing." Wouldn't the crew team encourage students
arrheir own meeting to join theirclubl Both dubs are very
hard working and require dedicated members. With little
support from the university,ourclubs need tosupporteach
other.

--

HITS
& misses
HIT:

SU's quick action to produce Inn Between petition results.
miss: Frats smoking in the RecPiex, if they can .... HIT: Ashtrays
outside. miss: Ultra-sensitive.fire alarms in Campion.m I s s:
RAs not checking all the rooms during fire alarms. m I s s: Lack
of screens for people who request them. m I s s: Library not
always having up-to-date newspapers, especially The Plain
Dealer. m I s s: The dumpster in the parking lot behind Bernet.

The layered look is in

TheCarrollNews

lam a sophomore here at john Carroll University, and.
more importantly, I am a Catholic. Every day I hear about
the jesuit traditionjCU was founded upon, yet I never see
any jesuits on campus, at least I never thought !did. Many
of the priests that teach at jCU do not wear their collar.
And, for that matter, none of the sisters ever wear their
habits. lf lever needed to talk to a priest or a nun, I wouldn't
know who to look for. I'd probably end up talking to the
Chairman of the An History Department by mistake. Are
they ashamed of their vocations, or are they just trying to
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News

For some reason (actually, a :very particular reason), the common cold has become a
nt. News & 9.lsiless
potential epidemic atjCU, even though, for most of our region cold and flu season has noc Ke-Obtrut
yet arrived. What could this reason be? Could it be, perhaps, the ineffective heating and Lanl Aaally
s... lublty
cooling systems throughout campus buildings?
fntertai'rnent
Embecher
True, MotherNaturehasplayedaround with us to some extent, but, weareallcapableof Erto
Sheny Luccllettl
adapting to, and dressing appropriately for, the weather outside.lt is the weather indoors Mllr,_.t Znldlfelc
Feanres
that is throwing us all (faculty, staff and students) for a loop.
Chrletlne Dr..oh
If there were some common standard among the buildings on campus, we could figure Forun
Jim Gnant
out how to dress accordingly. But, that would be too easy. Instead, it's all one big guessing GraJ:I*:o
KIIIJ
game each morning. If one is headed for certain parts of the administration or science Jude
Jon~••
buildings, one had better not dress too warmly, or it could prove difficult to stay awake in Mike Zlccerdl
Sports
class. Or, if one is headed for the Dining Hall, Grasselli Library or certain parts of the st..e:r leler
Din Rich
O'Malley Center, one must not forget sweaters, long pants and jackets. And, even this Phot08/8P1Y
advice won't always work because in most buildings temperatures change drastically Krtaten So..,.klllr
Editorial
from room to room.
JoMth.n Boyte
....
Room 201 in the O'Malley Center, for instance, is so cold, that not only have many CerrleHim
UaWIIIt- ·
students been forced to carry a sweatshirt (even when it's SO degrees outside), but several Copy
faculty members have called the physical plant to complain, to no avail.
The Carroll News Ia pubThisexample is not a unique one. Students and professors alike can easily relate to similar U&hadweei<Jylilrtn& ellttl
Hlll8tter by the stu·
problems all over campus. There's no perfect temperature, but there is such a thing as a dentsof JotnCanoiiUll·
varsity. Opinions ex·
happy medium, like normal room temperature around 72 degrees. But, until the physical pressed
In the editorials
and cartoons are those
plant does something about it, it looks like the layered look is in, and here to stay.

my life, some of ¥.nlch provoke an ulcer. One such
theme I'm talking about is security on this
campus, or.lack thereof. I'm sure many of you
have had similar experiences of questionable
security procedures. I'm just the one choosing
this avenue to vent my frustrations .
While my reasoning may be faulty- I'm not In
philosophy class now- I'm finding it Ironic that
campus security officers appear to be more
concerned with wtlo's parklng on campus with or
without a permit {a problem I'm not even going to
touch this time around) than finding out who stole
books from the psychology department or stole
equipment from the debate room or, for that
matter, who stole a camera from the CN.
While I was really ticked off and disturbed at
the incidents, It started a thought process in my
brain. Scary, I know.
It's rumored that security officers lack the
equipment or man power to do their jobs adequately.
Why not create an atmosphere where a
competent job can be done?
I'm going to suggest something radical here:

of Tile C.rro/1 News edl·

how about a forum focusing on campus security?
Marriott had a town meeting, and at least
we're seeing some effort at change and understanding between parties. Give students and the
university community in general an arena to
discuss concerns for an area of everyday life that
affects us all, the security of ourselves and those
around us.
In my vision, this forum would be a time to
discuss incidents on campus as well as concerns
for things that might happen. As a co~munity, we
could toss out ideas to improve secunty procedures ard effectiveness, and. above all, we could
talk about ways we could participate in creating
our own sense of security.
And, that's all it is really, a sense. As with ~ny
other sense, it can be strong or weak dependmg
upon our capabilities and outside influences.
As a community, we could achieve a better
uroerstanding for vmat it takes, ma~power aro
materials, to secure a campus of th1s s1ze.
Consider this the challenge.
Marriott put their necks on the line.
What could security be afraid of?

Brian Arnold
R. Commodore
Class of 1998

Catholic presence at Carroll questioned

GIM Girardot
Annie Collopy

Will campus security accept the challenge?

Really, far be it from me to stir up trouble, but
as a result of recent Incidents, this campus
security thing has taken on a whole new
meamng for me. I like to have my spontaneous
moments, but never at
...---......,,....-----, the risk of my security or
that of anyone else. I'm
too busy to visit the
emergency room or do
jail time for that matter.
But. let's get to the
point here.
There are many
factors which may
compromise the security
you have a right to feel
on campus. Whether you
l!:!~~!!....,_ __J live on or off campus,
whether you are on the
facutty or staff or a stUdent - as part of the
.JCtJ cormlunity, you should be concerned with
the security on this campus.
rm in my fourth year at JCU and there are
certain recurring themes that keep popping into

15

5 TV Sets to see ALL
your favorite B~

eeSPORTS EVENTS

My fellow students, many of you who attended the
Friday, Sept. 8 trip to the Whiskey in the Flats realize that
the evening did not run smoothly: l would like to add my
sincere a pologyon behalf of the Student Union to all of you
who were inconvenienced at anytime throughout the
evening (please read Monroe France's letter in the Sept. 14
issue of the CN for a complete explanation.)
While the less-than-perfect event is the sole responsibility of the SU, the behavior of students in line for the bus
and on the bus cannot be controlled by the SU. For each
trip we station at least three students (including at least
one resident assistant) to the Belvoir lot in attempts to
make the entrance onto the bus peaceful. We also make it
clear that bringing alcoholic beverages aboard the bus is
strictly prohibited. These two objectives are important for
the safety of students and necessary in order to comply
with state drinking laws.
Despite these precautions, entrance onto the bus is con-
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SU pres. admonishes student behavior

~

fEATURiNG

Aldus

joseph Kury 11
Class of 1998

sistently chaotic. As soon as the bus arrives, students
launch a "mad rush" for the door. The ensuing pandemonium usually destroys our efforts to form an orderly line_
Of ten, this chaos puts smaller students and the student
leaders in physical danger. In terms of alcohol, the student
leaders confiscated over 23 beer cans before one bus trip
Friday, yet the bus drivers found more on the floor of the
bus. Bes1de running the risk of dnving students under 21
with alcoholic beverages, bus drivers invariably complain
that the behavior of some students on the way to the Flats
IS disrespectful and rude. These occurrences are making
SBS (our current bus company) recons1der the1r willing·
ness to work with the john Carroll University SU.
I don't want to make 11 sound like the behav1or of stu·
dents thiS year ts worse now than before. As a matter of fact,
it's improved from my freshman year. Also, the behavior of
JCU students on buses over the past several years has been
so poor that SBSis the la~t company willmg to bus Carroll
students to the Flats. But, now SB is threatening never to
work with us again, which would end the SU's ability to
sponsor trips to the Flats.
Trips to the FlatS have long been a favoriteactivuyof the
SU. Most students are cooperative and have a wonderful
time. But, the immaturity of some students may ruin the
fun for everyone else. The SU can no longer put Itself and
the bus companies in conflict with state law or place students in physical danger As I make it dear that the SU
hopes to continue this beloved college activity, let mere·
mind those students who cause the problem that our
events are only for students w1th college maturity levels.

The BEST
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torlal board and dO not
necessarily reflect the
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"fit in?" (Was Christ trying to "fit in" as he hung on the
cross?)
Then, as l walk through the halls, I see paraphernalia
about women 's ordination and women breaking ground in
tradition a 11 y all-male religious activities. There are priests,
nuns and professors who openly criticize the Catholic
church during their classes. Words like "sexist" and "oppressive" are used to describe the church. But, 1 thought
jCU was a Catholic institution, and I thought jesuits were
defenders of the faith? I guess I was wrong!
lf jCU fac ulty members and students have a problem
with the Catholic church, maybe they should try to educate each other instead of spreading hate and confusion.
Pick up the Catechism oft he Catholic Church or the Pope's
apostolic letter Ordinatio Sacerdota1is and learn why the
church does what she does. AI! 1can do is sit in St. Francis
Chapel and pray that Christ(who, incidentally, resides in a
back corner of the chapel, and not on the altar where He
belongs) will continue to guide His church and touch the
hearts of those who doubt the power of the Holy Spirit in
the Catholic church!
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letters to the editor
Salling team: the response

"fit in?" (Was Christ trying to "fit in" as he hung on the
cross?)
In reading last week's CN we came across an editorial
Then, as 1 walk through the halls, 1 see paraphernalia
that questioned the sailing team 's "attitude." The editorial about women'sordination and women breaking ground in
criticized us for merely answering questions pertaining to traditionally all-male rehgiousactlvlties. There are priests,
the crew team. We commend the crew team fort heir hard nuns and professors who openly criticize the Catholic
work and dedication to their sport. Their fundraising abili- church during their classes. Words like "sexist" and "optiesare unsurpassed, and we often use them as an example pressive" are used to describe the church. But, 1 thought
as to what can be achieved. However, we were verbally JCU was a Catholic institution, and 1thought jesuits were
reprimanded for explaining the differences betwee'n the defenders of the faith? I guess I was wrong!
sailing team and the crew team.
If JCU faculty members and students have a problem
At our organizational meeting, a few subjective ques- with the Catholic church, maybe they should try to edutions were asked and subjective answers given. One of the cate each other instead of spreading hate and confusion.
questions asked was "How many regattas do you (sailing Pick up the Catechism of the Catholic Church or the Pope's
team) go to and how many does the crew team go to this apostolic letter Ordinatio Sacerdotal is and learn why the
semester?" To the best of our knowledge, the crew team church does what she does. AI~ 1can do is sit in St. Francis
does indeed go to two regattas, and they do in fact get up at Chapel and pray that Christ(who, incidentally, resides in a
4:30a.m. to practice something that we could never do. At back corner of the chapel. and not on the altar where He
no point did any sailing team member refer to crew regat- belongs) will continue to guide His church and touch the
tas as "stupid."
hearts of those who doubt the power of the Holy Spirit in
Furthermore, we di~ not take time out of our meeting to the Catholic churchl
"criticize and ridicule their efforts." When asked about
which club we would recommend joining, of course we Joseph Kury 11
said "sailing." Wouldn't the crew team encourage students Class of 1998
at their own meeting to join their club;> Both clubs are very
hard working and require dedicated members. With little
SU pres. admonishes student behavior
support from the university,ourclubs need to support each
other.
My fellow students, many of you who attended the

Out of sight,
out of mind?
Every year there are new issues that arise and old
issues that have yet to be resolved. These issues
create a big stir amongjCU students and/or the
Carroll community at large. Whenever we begin
something new, such as the school year, we are
very quick to notice these issues, to recognize fault
with them, and to demand resolution of them. But,
isn't it also our tendency to adapt to these issues too
quickly, or to merely forget about them?
This year for instance, issues have already arisen,
ruffling many feathers. The Inn Between price
increase, the smoking ban, voicemail and longdistance telephone problems and higher-than -ever
bookstore prices all created an uproar these first
few weeks of school. But, are we, as a student body,
already showing signs of weakness and apathy by
giving up too soon and accepting things the way
they are, not even trying to see if we can truly make
improvements?
True, when you're craving pretzels and ranch dip
at midnight, without a car you really don't have
much choice but to pay a visit to the Inn Between.
And, since you had not anticipated problems with
the new phone system and left your answering
machine back home, if you want to be able to
receive phone messages, you have no other option
but to attempt use of the voicemail. Likewise, it is
obvious when each of your professors has deemed
it necessary to use a new book this semester, you
must purchase them at the bookstore.
While it's true that our choices are current!y limited ro a certain extent, our actions are not. We
must be extremely careful never to sit back and
accept things the way they are, never questioning
whether we actually have the ability to improve
lhis place. The reality is that we most certainly do
have rhat capability. As students, we are the heart
and soul of this institution.
We need to constantly (not just during the first
two weeks of school) work to make JCU a better
place. As a whole, the students of JCU should be
working together for each other.
Now, here's that personal invitation you've been
waiting for.
Attend Student Union meetings, and other campus meetings. Attend public/campus forums.
Voice your opinions, and hear the opinions of others. Take an active role in yourJCU education, both
inside and out of the classroom.
We may never get things exactly the way we
want them, but that's not the point, really. There's
everything to be said for a valiant attempt.

FORUM
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HITS & m i s s e s

HIT: SU's quick action to produce Inn Between petition results.
m I s s: Frats smoking in the RecPiex, if they can .... HIT: Ashtrays

outside. m i s s: Ultra-sensitive.fire alarms in Campion.m I s s :
RAs not checking all the rooms during fire alarms. m I s s: Lack
of screens for people who request them. m I s s: Library not
always having up-to-date newspapers, especially The Plain
Dealer. m I s s: The dumpster in the parking lot behind Bernet.

The layered look is in
For some reason (actually, a yery particular reason), the common cold has become a
potential epidemic atjCU,even though, for most of our region cold and flu season has not
yet arrived. What could this reason be? Could it be, perhaps, the inerfective heating and
cooling systems throughout campus buildings?
True, Mother Nature has played around with us to some extent, but, we are a11 capable of
adapting to, and dressing appropriately for, the weather outside. It is the weather indoors
that is throwing us all (faculty, staff and students) for a loop.
If there were some common standard among the buildings on campus, we could figure
out how to dress accordingly. But, that would be too easy. Instead, it's all one big guessing
game each morning. If one is headed for certain parts of the administration or science
buildings, one had better not dress too warmly, or it could prove difficult to stay awake in
class. Or, if one is headed for the Dining Hall, Grasselli Library or certain parts of the
O'Malley Center, one must not forget sweaters, long pants and jackets. And, even this
advice won't always work because in most buildings temperatures change drastically
from room to room.
Room 201 in the O'Malley Center, for instance, is so cold, that not only have many
students been forced to carry a sweatshirt (even when it's 80 degrees outside), but several
faculty members have called the physical plant to complain, to no avail.
This example is not a unique one. Students and professors alike can easily relate to similar
problems all over campus. There's no perfect temperature, but there is such a thing as a
happy medium, like normal room temperature around 72 degrees. But, until the physical
plant does something about it, it looks like the layered look is in, and here to stay.

Will campus security accept the challenge?

Really, far be it from me to stir up trouble, but my life, some of Which provoke an ulcer. One such
theme I'm talking about is security on this
as a result of recent incidents, this campus
campus, or. lack thereof. I'm sure many of you
security thing has taken on a whole new
meaning for me. I like to have my spontaneous have had similar experiences of questionable
security procedures. I'm just the one choosing
moments. but never at
---~=----, the risk of my security or this avenue to vent my frustrations.
While my reasoning may be faulty- I'm not in
that of anyone else. I'm
philosophy class now -I'm finding it Ironic that
too busy to visit the
campus security officers appear to be more
emergency room or do
jail time for that matter. concerned with who's parking on campus with or
without a permit (a problem I'm not even going to
But, let's get to the
touch this time around) than finding out who stole
point here.
books from the psychology department or stole
There are many
equipment from the debate room or, for that
factors which may
compromise the security matter, who stole a camera from the CN.
While 1was really ticked off and disturbed at
you have a right to feel
on campus. Whether you the incidents, It started a thought process in my
brain. Scary, I know.
~~~!!...--_J live on or off campus,
It's rumored that security off1cers lack the
whether you are on the
equipment or man power to do their jobs adfacutty or staff or a student - as part of the
equately.
.JCUcOilTTlJnity. you should be concerned with
Why not create an atmosphere where a
the security on this campus.
competent job can be done?
I'm in my folrth year at JCU and there are
I'm going to suggest something radical here:
certain recurring themes that keep popping into
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sistemly chaotic. As soon as the bus arrives, students
launch a •mad rush" for the door. The ensuing pandemonium usually destroys our efforts to form an orderly line.
Of ten, this chaos puts smaller students and the student
leaders in physical danger. In terms of alcohol,thestudem
leaders confiscated over 23 beer cans before one bus mp
Friday, yet the bus drivers found more on the floor of the
bus. Beside running the risk of driving students under 21
with alcoholic beverages, bus drivers invariably com plain
that the behavior of some students on the way to the Flats
is disrespectful and rude. These occurrences are making
SBS (our current bus company) reconsider their Wlllingness to work with the john Carroll University SU.
I don't wanr to make tt sound like the behavior of students this year 1s worse now than before. As a matter of fact,
it's improved from my freshman year. Also, the behavior of
JCU students on buses over the past seven1l years has been
so poor thatSBS is the last company willing to bus Carroll
students to the Flats. But, now SBS is threatening never to
work with us again, which would end the SU's ability to
sponsor trips to the Flats.
Trips to the Flats have long been a favorite activit yof the
SU. Most studenrs are cooperattve and have a wonderful
time. But, the immaturity of some students may ruin the
fun for everyone else. The SU can no longer put it5elf and
the bus companies in conflict wnh state law or place students in physical danger. As I make it clear that the SU
hopes to continue this beloved college activity, let meremind those students who cause the problems that our
events are only for students with college maturity levels.

Friday, Sept. 8 trip to the Whiskey in the Flats realize that
the evening did not run smoothly. I would like to add my
sincere apology on behalf oft he Student Union to all of you
who were inconvenienced at anytime throughout the john Cranley
evening (please read Monroe France's letter in the Sept. t4 Student Union President
issue of the CN for a complete explanation.)
Catholic presence at Carroll questioned
While the less-than-perfect event is the sole responsiThe Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor. as
it is our way of knowing what you like or dislike
lam a sophomore here at john Carroll University. and, bility of the SU, the behavior of students in line for the bus
about the ncwsp,1per. the campu<; or life in general.
more importantly, I am a Catholic. Every day I hear about and on the bus cannot be controlled by the SU. For each
We reqLiire that letters he submitted by noon Monda~.
thejesuit traditionJCU was founded upon, yet l never see trip we station at least three students (including at least
in the Cfll office. to be eligible for publication .
any jesuitsoncampus,at least l never thought I did. Many one resident assistant) to the Belvoir lot in attempts to
Letters can illso he submitted via e ·mail to
of the priests that teach at JCU do not wear their collar. make the entrance onto the bus peaceful. We also make it
CNLETTERS jcvilXil.jcu.cdu. Letters will be accepted
And, for that matter, none of the sisters ever wear their clear that bringing alcoholic beverages aboard the bus is
after noon on Monday only if there is additional SJlacc
habits. If I ever needed to talk to a priest or a nun, I wouldn't strictly prohibited. These two objectives are important for
available. We reserve lhe right to edit lett"'!> for
clarity or s11ace considerations. Letter<; must be
know who to look for. rd probably end up talking to the the safety of students and necessary in order to comply
signed and ilccompilnied by your phone number.
Chairman of the Art History Department by mistake. Are w\th state drinking laws.
Despite these precautions, entrance onto the bus is conthey ashamed of their vocations, or are they just trying to

Brian Arnold
R. Commodore
Class of 1998
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WE ARE AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES

UzWIIIt- ·

how about a forum focusing on campus security?
Marriott had a town meeting, and at least
we're seeing some effort at change and understanding between parties. Give students and the
university community in general an arena to
discuss concerns for an area of everyday life that
affects us all, the security of ourselves and those
arol.rld us.
The Carroll New8 Is pro·
In my vision, this forum would be a time to
clJced on Apple Macln·
discuss incidents on campus as well as concerns tosh® computers ~
Pagemaker •
for things that might happen. As a community, we Aldus
AJ<mFreehllntf"',Fractal
DeSIIIJ1 Image Studio"',
could toss out ideas to improve secunty procePackard
dures and effectiveness, and, above all, we could Hewlett
DeskSCan"', Microsoft<&
talk about ways we could participate In creating
Word
and
(luarkXpress<&.
our own sense of security.
And, that's all it is really, a sense. As with ~ny
The Carroll News Is
printed on 70% recycled
other sense, it can be strong or weak depending
paper.
upon our capabilities and outside influences.
CM
copy of Tile Carroll
As a community, we could achieve a better
N/Jwsls avallallletoead1
understanding for wtlat it takes, ma~po.wer and
member of the Jam carrou~tyCOilTildty
materials, to secure a campus of th1s s1ze.
at no cost. Additional
Consider this the challenge.
copies are valUed at 5
Marriott put their necks on the line.
cents each.
What could security be afraid of?
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SEPTEMBER

Copy
Tile CartOI/ News Is put>.
llllhedweel<lyamgeach
semester by the stu·
dents of JotnCarroll lkll·
verslty. Opinions ex·
preued n the editorials
and cartoons are thOse
ofTIIII carroll N/Jws edl·
tortal board and do not
necessarily reflect the
opinions of the JCU ad·
mlnlltratiOn, faculty. or
stUdents. Slil*l mate·
rial andcomtcs are sOIIt)'
the vtew of the euttror.
Home subSCriptions of
theCNtoronesemestar
can be Obtained for $10.
Please contact the CN
office. Office pnoneounbars are 216-397-4479,
216·397-1711. and 216397·4398, Fax/Data
216-397-1729.
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Needed: Aqua Excercise Instructor. Notre Dame College
Call Hollie at 381-1680 ext.
305
For Sale: Specialized M2 Racing Mountain Bike. Fully
equipped with Manitou 3 suspension and trick components. Call Jim at 397-5511
Hey Nick: Can I intrest you in
a Firetruck? ( Good luck this
weekend).
Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go
Free! Best Trips & Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Florida! Spring Break Travel! 1800-678-6386
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Non-smoking babysitter
for 21-month-old Thurs. or
Fri. morning. Shaker. Must
drive. References. 752-1982

T.A.A-What are the chances
that I like you now, if I didn't
like you before.B.B.

e

i

f

from school. Building Address
1414 South Belvoir Blvd.
Includes: Appliances, Carpet,
Garage, Air. Can be furnished
$480- $600. 932-9215 or
291-8458. Please leave
message.

Em. Slugs, Stu, Meis, Todd,
PJ, and TJ: Welcome back- I
miss you guys so muchl!
Here's to the Alumni
Dingerball game,Operation
Alumni Eliminate Crazy Boy,
and Jello Shots!! Youu guys
are the best. Love, Gopher.
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$100 sign on bonus. Earn
$10/hr. Marco's Pizza. 4163
Mayfield. Call John at 3825111 after 5 p.m.

$45.00 Call 381-1555.
Hey Girlfriends!! Looking
forward to having blast this
weekend!! Ciao, G.

Browns.Steelers tickets
cr.d tailgating party. Best
party at JCU for third year in
a row. Limited tickets left

IO.K: $20 on Hank's head,

$40 4 Clark's, $50 on
Jetter's, $190 Pat D's.

"Arty Facts"
"'rT''l"TT<""Tirl

ACROSS

Wanted: Babysitter. Evenings 4-8, Weekends, some
days to watch our two year
old in our Shaker Square
home. Must have own
transportation. 791-9129.

A.J.- hsit fins-P.M.S.
Wanted: All Tom Jones
entusiasts/fans, caii1-800PHIKAPZI
For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Located 2 miles

Delivery People Wanted!

The Carroll News
Think about it.
Then do something about it.
Get plugged in by visiting the CN office in
the Recplex and sign up to write, edit, take
pictures, sell ads, whatever.
You did miss the organizational meeting, but it's not
too late to be Involved in a history-making endeavor.
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